Title word cross-reference

2 [LMS+22, VWG+17]. 3
[CCY+13, CLLC17, DSXS+14, HH13, HL14, LQN+13, LMS+22, MSCS16, PRB15, SSPP23, SP19b, SBK+23, SVC+23, WDM17].
8 [LPO+17, ZSH+19]. 2 [EAAS22]. GF(2^m) [HJ19]. K [KB23]. μ [LN04, WPW+04]. R^3 [WLH+18].


/Divergence [BSV17].

1 [STLX22a, SCZ20a]. 12 [BLG+15]. 16-bit [KG05]. 1s [Ano13, Ano14].

2 [CBH22b, STLX22b, SCZ20b]. 2.0 [CD19].

32-bit [SSA21]. 3PXNet [RLG20]. 3s [Ano14].

4.0 [Shu18b]. 4s [Ano14].

5G [SAS+23, VKMP20]. 5s [Ano14].


A9 [SOL+16]. AADL [GGK08]. abstract [HDR+06, RRW05, WBF+06]. Abstraction
Abstractions [SPP+10]. Abstracts [Ano13, Ano14, TEC12]. ACAS [CMP23].
Accelerate [XDL+18, LHM14].
Accelerated [MMD22, RRC22, ZAL22].
Accelerating [CDX+19, DZL+22, HSK18, STLX22a, STLX22b, YZZ+23, ZLSQ17, ZHCY13].
Accelerator [ASS+23, AP20, ARZ+23, AKI+23, AV20, BTA+19, CS2, FFA+23, GZZ+16, HHL+23a, IVJ+23, JAB+22, MSR+17, SXSS+16a, SXSS+16b, SXMX+18, Sus+20, TLSJ23, VKW+17, CCA+13, TLL09].
Accelerators [BZY+23, CGSH19, DKA+19, HNY18, KMS+23, LG21, LPP+21, LCY+22, NVB+20, PCC17, PVSG22, PMDC17, RR17, RWL+18, TAP23, XCWZ23, YHL23, KJRG13, MSH+14].
Access [BP19, CLLC17, GDN03, IFA+16, KCWH14, KKS16, LYH+15, PP19, RB21, TGBT17, WLK+19, WHL23, TVK08].
Access-Aware [LYH+15].
Access-Execute [WLK+19].
Accesses [RC17].
Accountability [KS18].
Accounting [GD19].
Accrual [WRJL06].
Accumulative [MH19].
Accuracy [JBDD20, LVSVRFCC23, MRR13, OSA+18, WCK+19, AC08, ITO+24, PSZ12b, SD08].
Accurate [KCJ+16, TKT15, VJD+07, VDK+08, WSMF22, LM13, LLC08].
ACDC [SRG+15].
ACDSE [FFA+23].
Achieving [GHZH14, JSZ+19, LPFG13, WCK+19, WHL23].
ACM [BLG+15, DST19, CJI17, CGZ18, DST19, SCKD23, Mit21, Shu18c].
acoustic [PSZ12b].
acoustic-based [PSZ12b].
across [GKS+22, JSZ+19].
Action [KMP15, LFC17].
Activation [HZW+23].
Activations [BVM19, ZRZ+19].
Active [CBS19, SWS23, WDN+16, YMH19, SPK+12].
Activities [ALZR19].
Activity [AMJ21, BTA+19, DBX+22, HZX15, HZW+23, HPB23, LX22, LMB+22, SG24, TLL+12, WLSW15, ZRF+12, HXZ+13, NRL13].
actor [FZK+10, LLN09, ZL08, RBS+10].
Actor-based [RBS+10].
actor-oriented [LLN09].
Actors [DPNA16].
Acyclic [ADJM19].
ad [KDN+07].
ad-hoc [KDN+07].
AdaFT [XKK17].
ADAPT [LCP+17].
Adaptable [ARZ+23, LSL20, SMW+17, LB04, MSL13].
Adaptation [HKL+23, MSD17, WLHC18, WLC+18, ASTPH10, WYJ+14, ZC04b].
Adaptations [KRS+16].
Adapting [SCM20].
Adaptive [CSW15, CLI16, CYH20, CZH23, CEC+20, CAP11, CCA12, DBX+22, DAHM16, FFA+23, FPGS22, GDD17, GRRR24, HHC+16a, IDO+22, KBRD22, LCP+17, MYL+22, MTWE20, MALM04, MSSP22, MKD13, MF12, PMPP14, PCGD21, RJM19, SA21, SKN17, SHH14, TXL+12, WLH16, XKK17, YKK23, YYKK18, ZZG24, ZTRC03, ZL+11, ZSJ12, BO13, CWKH12, CCH13, DEG11, GMOB13, LKW02, TSG10, VSS13, HBSA04].
AdaTest [CZH23].
adder [DBH14].
Adders [DVC21, DT08, FMM23].
Address [CC+20, SEB12, CKIR06, HABT11, JKJ+10, ZP08].
Address-Code [SEB12].
Addressable [RSK17, YCT16].
Addressing [ESBK23, YZA13].
adjusting [Wu10].
Adoption [NVB+20].
Advanced [BP19, LAZ+16, PJWY12, SXH+19, BCG+07, ISTE08, SBF+05].
Adversarial [SG24, XYL23].
Adversarially [BMP23].
Adversaries [Shu19a].
Adversary [KFY+22].
Adversary-aware [KFY+22].
Affecting [EV+17].
Affine
Against SMZ CYH20, DLD KMS MM16, MSR BRA BAR13c, BGVZ11, BC07, CMV10, CCR CMV10, CCR CR14, DHKS15, DHL17, DJZ13, DVCC19, DNT18, EYG+23, FZK+10, FMHS23, FMSS15, GWM16, GZZ+16, GCU+23, GUC+23, HKP18, HFA+14, HFL+19, KB17, LS20, LL15, LCD18, MiI3, MT13, MKM+23a, MWK+24, MAGR15, NS16, NBM+16, PC14, PSD21, RLMP23, SRNW16, SE17, SC17, SR12b, SMZ+21, SIS24, SLE+17, SFZX18, SD17, TP19, TBEP16, VA18, VM23, WMRB17, WCM+16, XZK+19, YZZG23, YGW+12, YKD+24, ZLCC15, ZLL+19, ZSJ12, AF14, ADI06, AFL13, BAR13c, BGVZ11, BC07, CMV10, CCR+14, Cu13, DNNP14, GW08, GT05, GLYY14, HHH+12, LLLT08, LLLT09, MEP04, MMR+10, SD08, SE10, SHME13, SAMR06, SE07, TM07, VAR13, ZSM13, ZB13.

Analytic [WW09]. Analytical [FHK21, JLSP18, MAKO19, LM13, WMZY13].

Analytic [DLPK16, HRT+22, PDHC23].

tanlyzability [NKP+12]. Analyzable [CQV+13, CD12].

Analyzing [BS13b, CD19, HKV105, JZL+15, MKD15, MKE18, PP12, YZ08, YGD+17].

anchors [CTK+13]. Android [CSCC17, ESM+17, SZL+17, SKK+14, STY+14, WNW23, YGD+19].

Annotation [AMJ22]. Anomaly [CLJ+19, LL18].

Anonymous [LM+17, SBR+15]. Anti [SA18, WYL+19].

Anti-collision [WYL+19]. Anti-Lock [SA18].

Antlab [GMS17]. ANV [NBH23].

ANV-PUF [NBH23]. Aperiodic [DSB17].

App [KJKM16, LZS20]. AppAxO [USA+22].

appear [TEC12]. appearance [KMB07].

appliances [Edi14, GLWM14]. Application [AHMT17, BBM15, BO13, CCKM16, CHS15, DGC+20, DASS12, DSXS15, DSW+09, ESBK23, HPBL12, KAKSP15, KJK17a, LKW02, LMA19, LX16, MSCR16, MPFG19, PSZ12a, POG+13, RC08, RWL+18, SCRY16,
Applications [BZG19, BTA+19, BJCHA17, BYIG21, CBH22a, CBH22b, CAPL11, DNBC12, DVC21, ETAV16, ESBK23, FSB+21, GTH+22, HJ19, KKD+12, KJC+16, KGT+23, KMP15, LKZ+23, MLC+17, MBCM22, MKD15, MSSP22, MASG15, NZCS19, PX18, PJL+17, RPH19, RDP17, SLB+15, DFC+19, SPB+17, TDD+16, TKB+17, TP16, UBF+16, VCM19, WZM17, WH17, WZY+23, XDL+18, ZDI+12, AMCM06, ABC+07, CMV10, CLK13, CD10, CCAP12, Dd06, DKAL05, F003, GFC+10, GHIB13, HHB+12, HIK04, KVN+09, KBDV08, KZH+06, LO13, MEP04, MEP08, MAG14, DWC14, PK+08, QP03, RMM03, SGT+13, SJC+03, SP+10, UCK+09, YG02, YCLV+02, ZNS13, ZYW+10, ZXS03].

Applied [BGRV15, LCQ+13]. Applying [LZJ+20].

Approach [APRC16, ABF+21, DMPC23, ETAV16, HDZL20, KMS+23, KDB19, LYH+15, LLIW+17, MC13, NBM+16, PHG+17, RSW21, SUK23, SP20, SWX17, TBAS17, WZ12, YF19, ZRF+12, BV13, CAP+07, CRM14, FZHT13, GNR+10, HJPR13, KKH+12, LLL14, LM13, MSCJ12, MSS+03, OMA+13, PB14, ZCS+05, ZKKC05].

Approaches [CZH+24, FHB+17, GWM16, KOM+23, PTK23, HGL14, LSC14].

Approximate [At20, ASJ21, AZS+23, CGSH19, DVC21, DNT18, FMHS23, GRR23, LN19, LPP+21, MDS+21, MMH+23, NBE18, RR17, RSK17, SUK23, TAP23, USA+22, YEK17].

Approximation [ADH+23, BDK+23, PC14, PLT23, SC20, NBGS09, ZX08].


arbitrary [LA11]. Arbitration [BJP24, MBJ+23, TTA+20, PL10].

architectural [VGG+13]. Architecture [ABF+21, AAR+17, BDB+17, CHK+14a, CWX+23, DASS12, HW17, KKD+12, KY17, KKS16, MCM12, MST+12, MZG15, MLAD23, OBO+23, OSA+18, SK13, SJO+22, SLK+22, SVS21, SC20, SSS11, TKV+18, TKHZ22, TKT15, TLSJ23, VKMP20, WCB20, YCK+18, AP09, AAP14, BLN13, Bec09, BO13, CIC+08, CIC+09, DSW+09, GJ13, GDN03, GM03, GLWM14, HPLD09, ISE10, KVK+03, KXL10, KYHY14, KGR12, KTT13, LS09, MMSN14, MMD04, PCK+08, PBP09a, PBP09b, RMD06, RMD09, SKW+07, TKG13, THON12, YFPJ14, ZCK13, ZVL04].

Architecture-Aware [MZG15].

Architecture-Independent [SC20].

Architectures [AMKA17, ADH+23, ARDG16, BBB16, BMP23, BJCHA17, CHS15, CDH+16, DSXS15, DLPK16, FSC+16, GPT+23, KAS+20, KOM+23, LCD18, MG15, MBCM22, MKD15, MKAA17, MJKAS18, NASM18, OMMK23, RDP17, SB23, SVC+23, SMX+18, THA+12, VCM19, WSCH14, BP14, BV13, BMP03, BCG10, CP13a, GMOB13, HG09, IBMK10, LOG+14, LWK+10, LXL13, MF13, NB04, PC12, PDK+08, SBX08, SM13a, ZTD+06].

Area [AZHC19, BKMK12, BTL+12, GMVV17, KSK13, MCM+17, TLL+12, WH17, ZJZL20, CRM14].

Area-efficient [KSK13]. Areas [PKIT23, SBB19]. ARES [ZZA+22].

Arguments [DHB+23]. ARINC [DLD+19]. ARINC-653 [DLD+19]. Arithmetic
[LS17, OP06, RGdZS14, TSG10].
arithmetic-level [OP06]. ARM
[CYH+17, DVC+07, SOL+16, SSA21].
ARM/Thumb [CYH+17]. ARMv8
[KKS+23, WCR+20]. Array [EKL+17, FO03,
ZZZ+23, ZRZ+19, BDP+13, WL09]. Arrays
[TWTH18, WHHT21, YCK+18, VSSS13].
Art [Shu15b, WGP04]. Article [BLG+15].
Articles [Shu15c]. Artiface [Shu16b]. Artistic
[SRY13]. ArtX [IYL+23, SLJK18].
ARX-Based [SLJK18]. ASIC
[AV+09, MCM+17, MKAA17]. ASIC-Based
[MCM+17]. ASIP [SKW+07]. aspect
[DRL+10]. aspect-oriented [DRL+10]. Assessment
[DHB+23, HPBL+12, Kas+20]. Assignment
[AR+14, LBS+15, MB+14, MF+12, PLM+15,
RN+14, SR12a, SEB+12, CIK+06, HABT11,
LO13, MEP+08, OAL+06, PL10, QRB+10,
ZZZ+12]. Assisted
[BKS+23, AAR+17, KSY+17, PX+18, CCY+13,
HLD+09, LOG+14, WJ+17]. Association
[GZZ+16, YCLV+02]. Association-Rule
[GZZ+16]. associative [LP+07]. Assorted
[MS+23]. Assume [NLSV+19, STH17].
Assume-Guarantee [STH17].
Assumptions [PMAB+19, CJB+05]. Assurance
[DHB+23, SSK+21, RPHA+19].
ASTROLABE [NBM+16]. asymmetric
[ESAS+14, GLWM+14]. Asynchronous
[GCU+23]. Asynchronous
[BHP+19, GHR+15, KW+10, KASD+07, ZM+07].
asynchrony [CW+14]. ATCN [BT+22].
Atom [UGS+21]. Attack
[CZK+22, FXP+17, IYL+23, IPL+16,
LCLW+17, PSO+08a, YGW+12].
Attack-Resilient [PL+16, CZK+22].
Attack-tolerant [PSO+08a]. Attacker
[ZJZL+20]. Attacks [AR+12, BCHL+19,
CBRZ+19, CK+23, DBF+14, HMR+23, HDZL+20,
RLL+23, SE+23, SGZS+21, XLYC+23, ZTZ+19,
ARJ+11, Geb+04, RCD+24, WGP+04].
Attention [ZZZ+23]. Attestation
[CZ+22, MGC+23]. Attitude [HCS+18].
Audio [TSO+22, XLYC+23, TKG+13].
Augmentation [KML+22]. AuthCropper
[KLK+19]. Authenticated
[DS+11, KLK+19]. Authentication
[GMVV+17, SZZ+23, SRK+18, DL+13, LN+04].
Auto [RB+21]. Auto-Scaling [RB+21].

Automata
[JFK+15, SFB+23, SK+19, SH+15, BS+13b].
Automated [CDD+07, CFG+15, CI+17,
FC+16, LSL+20, NNS+13, RMM+17, TAB+17].
Automatic [BF+17, BZY+23, CMK+12, DP+19,
GNP+06, GJJ+12, HVG+13, LVSVRF+23,
LLC+13, SFZ+18, TM+15, TFL+16, VNK+03,
YCK+18, AFG+08, BAR+13c, IBM+10].
Automatically [BD+18]. Automating
[SVC+23]. Automation
[CF+20, SVZ+13, LCQ+13]. automaton
[TL+09]. automaton-matching [TL+09].
Automotive [VA+18]. Autonomous
[CGZ+18, HX+24, ICW+21, Kha+13, MM+16,
SH+23, SAS+23, WL+12, YK+23].
Auxiliary [DL+12, ZCG+22]. Availability
[LAB+23, FF+09]. Available [KCJ+16].
average [MLL+08]. Avionics
[LL+21, ABC+07, NKP+12]. Avoid
[LJT+17]. Avoidance [CMP+23]. AVR
[LPO+17]. AVX512 [LHP+23]. Aware
[AMJ+21, BMA+16, BZG+19, BL+19,
CWH+16, COC+22, DAH+16, DHL+17, FSG+23,
FS+13, FMM+15, FC+16, GQ+17, HG+20,
HDG+14, HPP+17, HB+16, JRSR+17, JL+15,
JEP+16, KKD+12, KJK+17, KJK+18,
KRS+16, LSC+19, LJP+17, LYH+15, LZJ+19,
MSR+12, MZG+15, NAS+18, OBO+23,
OHFC+24, PSZ+22, RR+17, RLL+23, RD+21,
SOL+16, SP+19, SXSS+16a, SWX+17,
SLS+19, SAS+23, TAB+17, TBE+16,
TLM+15, VA+18, WL+15, WNH+17,
WZD+17, YC+16, ZZG+24, ZLX+23, AHM+19,
ABF+21, ACK+13, AZHC+19, AZS+23,
BCCD+24, BMP+03, BO+13, CCSC+23, DKV+14,
DG+20, DLRT+19, DJS+16, ESM+17,
EYG+23, FZJ+08, GHB+13, GHI+13, GNR+10,
HSD22, HH13, IVJ+23, JC03, JP14, KBDV08, KYL13, KFY+22, LO13, LQN+13, LCC+23, MS21, MSS+03, MALM04, MAG14, OMH+23, OMA+13, SSK23, SRS03, SPT+21, SPT+23, SR19, XSP22, YW13, ZC04a, ZSEP21, Zhu10, SAS+23, LDV12, SAMR06.


AxOTreeS [SU23].


based [ABS02, BGD14, BGK+23, BD14, BZ13, BFG10, BONA22, BMV21, CCA+13, CYK13, CC13a, CDX+19, CCP+19, CMPP23, CGV10, DJ23, DEG11, DLN13, DAASP21, FZHT13, FMHS23, FKS+19, FFA+23, FLF+23, GW08, GFC+10, GDD17, GD14, GDN03, HKP18, HZ+14, HPLD09, HB23, JKL+10, JMO14, KKO+06, KPK+19, KKH+12, KGR12, KSI14, KKS+23, LCQ+13, LPC+07, LS13, LLR14, LC17, LLG+20, LKZ+23, LCY+22, LHCK04, LLGR13, LV09, MGC+23, MWK+24, Mus10, SBO11, OMA+13, PBC22, PCK+08, PS08b, PW13, PDBR08, PAS+09, PCD21, PSZ12b, PGR+08, PLT23, QWR+24, RS07, RCD24, SSK21, SU23, SGT+13, SCF12, SKH+12, SGZ21, SBL13, SB08, SBB+22, SXMX+18, SVS21, SC05, TBL+12, TJ23, THG24, TP20, TAP23, USA+22, VJD+07, VDK+08, WSK14, XQQ+24, YZZ+23, YV23, YRF10, YLTY21, ZKKC05, ZJZL20, ZLF13, ETA16, GZZ+16, SBDK22, CLLC17, FS14].

based [RBS+10, RSB+09, ZBMC09].

Based0 [MASG15]. Bases [HWC+20]. Basic [HDZL20]. basis [RMHH04]. BASS [VVKG23]. Battery [AKTM16, CGZ18, FHK21, KCI+16, LOD18, SPT+21, VA18, WXY+18, WLH18, YTL+20, RV03, ZSM13].

Battery-Aware [VA18, SPT+21].

Battery-Free [CGZ18, LOD18, WXY+18, WLH18].

Battery-Less [AKTM16].

Battery-powered [YTL+20, RV03]. battery-supported [ZSM13]. Batteryless [CAN+23, GTH+22, HT1+16]. Bayesian [ADH+23, DJH+17]. BBB [HDZL20].
[AHM19, ANARR+19, AB15, At02, BHD15, CHK+14a, CR14, CRBRZ19, CT13, CMP17, DJ23, DL+19, GW16, JLS18, JW+15, KR18, KW16, LPB06, MSH19, MPT+22, MGB+21, MBJ+23, NS16, NS17, NYH+20, QZIO14, RP10, SR+15, SGZS21, SWL+23, SP20, SJOL22, VGN18, WMGR12, WZ18, XSP22, YHL17, ZW17, BDP24, BGD14, BP05, BO13, GRVD12, GLYY14, HKV05, KKV+03, LKW02, RG13, SE07, VLV07, WAD14, ZVL04, ZVN05, ZKCC05, ZTRC03, UAK+03]. Cache-Based [Kwo16].

Cache-Related [CR14]. Caches

[AK21, CR14, KJK+17b, KRS+16, MMK22, SMR15, TTA+20, GRCV03, LM13, TM07, YZ08, YFJP14]. Caching [AK21, SVS21, WLC+20, ZLC+24, GGI13, UAK+03].


Calj [SN10]. calls [KMB07, KASD07].

CAM [DEG11]. Camarooptera [DNBL22].

camera [BDP+13, SCF12]. camera-based [SCF12]. cameras [DZQ09, LWK+10].

CAMSure [RSK17]. Can

[YGD+19, GMV17, PS19, SKH+12, XZK+19, ZCG+22]. Cancer

[PPC17, CCC+14]. CAPA'08

[PBP09a, PBP09b]. CAPA'09 [Pla12].

capable [PMM+13]. Capacity

[HL11, WBS10]. CAP'NN [HSD22].

Capping [PHDL18]. Captured [CMP17].

car [SCF12]. Card [SCR16]. Cardiac

[AAM+17]. Cards [BSJ15]. care [BDP+13].

Career [Shu18a]. Carnegie [KCG+05].

carrier [AAPN14]. Carry

[AZS+23, GWM16]. Carry-aware

[AZS+23]. CASCADE [WLK+19].

Cascades [BDL23]. Case

[AKI+23, LKZ+23, LOF20, MKE18, MFG17, NS16, SRR+23, WZ12, BMMV21, DEG11, FKS19, KT14, LHM14, MSS+03, PE23, SKW+07, SPK+12, VJG+07, VDK+08, WEE+08, YF19, YZ08]. Cash [SBR+15].

Catching [SXH+19]. Causality [ZL08].

Cause [DVCC19, GCU+23, KHB+23].

Cause-Effect

[DVCC19, KHB+23, GCU+23]. causing

[LLP+17]. CCATB [PDBR08]. CDMA

[PRG16]. CDMA-Based [PRG16]. CEDR

[MHK+23]. Cell [JN15, LZJ+20, YTL+20, PJJ+17, SPK+24, HLL12]. Cells [PRM21].

center [BDP+13]. Centrality [GAD+24].

Centric [HTC+16, MDWL23, SKS21, ESB23, LLLT08, LTL09, SZG+23].

Certificateless [ZSY19]. Certificates

[BP12, HCL+17, ZQD+23]. CEU [SJR+17].

CFI [HZD12]. CGPredict [WZ17].

CGRA [DMPA23, WKL+19]. CGRAs

[KKL+16, PJS15]. Chains

[DVCC19, GCU+23, KHB+23, SE17, Shu16a, Shu17b, SWL07]. Chains-Risks

[Shu17b]. Challenge [Shu17b]. Challenges

[FGS23, RRM16, DPP14, HKP08, RRKH04].

Challenging [GLY14]. Chamboile

[BR+16]. Change [AMJ21, SDM19].

Channel [AAT+21, BSL+12, BW15, GWM16, HMLZ21, JGCS24, MM16, PX18, SBK+23, SLS+19, ZLSQ17, CW14, YL+23, MWK+24, RCDB24]. Channel-RAID5

[PX18]. Channels [GAG15].

Characteristics [JLS18].

Characterization [FHK21, VGB19].

characterizing [SBLM13]. Charge

[WDM17]. Charge-Trapping [WDM17].

Chargers [LFHS18]. Charging [LZS+18].

Cheap [LPE+23]. Checker [KDR23].

Checking [RJS19, SUS+17, SWS23, WZ12, CJMB05, Sch10, ZS05]. Checkpointing

[ABA+20, ZWK23]. checks [BCS+06].

Chimp [AZHC19]. Chip

[ABF+21, BCB18, BS22, CPC17, CEC23, DLPK16, DJS16, FL17, FPG22, FC16, GIB+12, GPT+23, HMR23, HMLZ21, IB23, KS18, LLG+20, MST+16, OMK23,
PVSG22, PSZ12a, PRK15, PGR16, SGZS21, SIC19, SR19, VDKG19, WRKG16, AKB14, BP14, BGD14, BD14, BJT+23, CP13a, CHK14b, CZHK23, LJ14, GMOB13, GNR+10, HXZ+13, HQB06, HUb13, ISTE08, KHY14, KGR12, LQN+13, PL10, PS10, SRM+13, SJRS+13b, SJC+03, SAYN09, TSBY13, VNK+03, WYJ+14, WMZY13, XWHC06, YFPJ14, YZA13, ZRZ+19, SSS11].

Chip-Free [HMLZ21].
chip-multiprocessor [PS10].
chip-multiprocessors [BD14].

Circuit [IYL+23, MCSV12, LLLL14, ZBCM09].

Classification [GKS+22, ITO+24, SVS21, SRA12, LCH+08]. Classifier [BBG23, ZCG+22, SM13a]. Classifiers [ORA16]. Classifying [TKD07].

Cleaning [WLTW24]. Clients [GAG15].
Climate [VA18]. Clinically [FSVG19].


CNN-Based [MSSP22, WZY+23, XDL+18, YV23].


Coalescing [SR12a, AP09, KG05, OOA06]. Coarse [BZY+23, JSD23, KMS+23, LCD23, VNK+03]. Coarse-Grained [JSD23, KMS+23, LCD+23, BZY+23, VNK+03].

COBRA [BGP24]. Code [BGGT23, CI17, EK12, HDZL20, HY+15, KBS17, KD08, LFC17, LBS15, LZZ+19, MS21, MS23, MBFT09, OFS19, SEB12, TP19, WZJ20, ZXS03, BAR13c, BSB14, CKIR06, CLR05, EL08, FRRJ07, GRVD12, LLPM07, LSK+08, LCS03, NP04, TBG+13, YW13, ZMB03].

Code-Inherent [OSF19].

Coding [FS13, PJWY12, KRJ13].
Coaling [YLYT21].
Coevolution [YLYT21].
Coevolution-based [YLYT21].

Coexploration [KOD+12, MMD04].
Cognition [KOL+22]. Cognitive [HZGW18, XLY18]. Coherence [CMP17, LPB06, YFPJ14, MKM22].

Coherent [PRSV19, YHL23, HJ23].

Collaboration [QRW+24]. Collaborative [AMCM06, HB16, KCCW17, LLG+20, CHTC07, ZHM+14]. Collaborativeness [LZJ17].

Collection [CJL16, CBS19, GMN21, KSY17, LLW+17, CKL04, CW14, CSK+02, DKALO5, SP10].
Shu20a, SP12, TP16, WX17, WHL23, YS23, YEK17, ZLZ$^{+14}$, ZAL22, DKV14, FJZ08, JC03, JGD$^{+09}$, LS09, MMSN14, MSS$^{+03}$, MB10, PGS$^{+13}$, PBP09a, PBP09b, TSWL10].
Computing-Based [PJWY12].
Concentration [BCHB18].
Concentration-Resilient [BCHB18].
Concepts [MBCM22].
Concern [Shu18e].
Concurrency [BBM15, CFGM15].
Concurrent [BVM19, GHR15, JZL$^{+14}$, LMBL21, SPB$^{+17}$, JM06].
Condensed [XYLC23].
Conditional [CLJ$^{+19}$].
Conditions [ARS16, RKC$^{+22}$].
Conduction [AAM$^{+17}$].
Conference [DST19].
Configurable [CVG$^{+13}$, JGCS14, LVSVRFM23, LLP$^{+17}$, OPP06, PW13, PBP09a, ZVN05, PBP09b].
Configuration [FC13, GPB$^{+17}$, SL16, SSS11, GrvD12].
Configurations [BCS16, JHPR13].
Configuring [BLG$^{+15}$, KS22, BHET04, GLT$^{+13}$, PBP09a, PBP09b].
Conflict [ZCK13].
Conflict-free [ZCK13].
Conflicts [LZS20, TGBT17].
Confluence [Shu18b].
Conformance [WT12].
Congestion [DGC$^{+20}$, KYL13].
Congestion-aware [DGC$^{+20}$, KYL13].
Connected [RN18, XDL$^{+18}$, Bec09].
Connectivity [ZLZ$^{+24}$, GDN03, KDN$^{+07}$].
Connex [SUS20].
Connex-S [SUS20].
Conquer [CJL17, CWJ17].
Conservation [KLN12].
Conserving [MRY$^{+10}$].
considering [ZNS13].
Consistency [AbSZ$^{+19}$, LAB$^{+23}$, LLN$^{+14}$, SB23].
Consortium [HKLH05].
Constrained [AV20, BSJ15, GLPM18, JGL21, KPS23, KKCS16, LBW18, MFG17, MPFG19, 
Bar13a, KAK05, LQN$^{+13}$, LCC$^{+19}$, TSG10, UCK$^{+09}$, WBS10, YRS12, ZBG20].
Constraint [COC22, ZSH$^{+19}$, BvB13, HCQ$^{+14}$, RS07].
Constraints [CCKM16, LN19, MBKF15, NZCS19, 
PSZ12a, SB23, CCB$^{+06}$, HLD$^{+09}$, KDN$^{+07}$, 
LSK$^{+08}$, MBFSV07, MEP08, NP04, PAP$^{+12}$, 
RMM03, SMR$^{+13}$, WRJL06, YRF10].
Construction [JAB$^{+22}$].
Constructive [CPP23, SMR$^{+18}$].
Consumption [ANB$^{+20}$, FLF17, MV16, 
OBSO16, YCT16, Mus03].
Contactless [QWY$^{+18}$].
Containerized [BCD24].
Containers [SCA$^{+24}$].
Content [CWH$^{+16}$, DLD$^{+19}$, RSK17, TLLL09].
Content-Addressable [RKS17].
Contention [KBKD22, LES14, LCL$^{+19}$, RDP17, SP20, ZLX$^{+23}$, DNNP14, BJP24].
Content-aware [BJP24].
Contention-aware [NPC24].
Contentions [BCS16, JHPR13].
Content-based [JAB$^{+22}$].
Content-based [LL16].
Content-aware [LL16].
Contexts [Shu19b, WXY$^{+17}$].
Context [AMJ21, LS20, WYS$^{+13}$].
Context-Aware [AMJ21].
Contextualized [YSC22].
Continuous [CLJ$^{+19}$].
Continuous [CLJ$^{+19}$].
Continuous [CLJ$^{+19}$].
Continuous [CLJ$^{+19}$].
Continuous [CLJ$^{+19}$].
Continuous [CLJ$^{+19}$].
Continuous [CLJ$^{+19}$].
Continuous [CLJ$^{+19}$].
Continuous [CLJ$^{+19}$].
Contracts [NLSV$^{+19}$].
Contrastive [SRB23].
Control [BMF15, BF17, BHL$^{+20}$, BYG21, DSB17, 
DHL17, GDD17, GDD20, KKCS16, LJP17, 
LML20, MBP14, MCG22, MMY$^{+19}$, 
MLA16, PP19, PMP17, RJS19, RLMP23, 
SDS$^{+19}$, SE23, SUS$^{+17}$, SPK$^{+12}$, SLFC19, 
TBCB15, TCD$^{+19}$, TFL16, VA18, VM23, 
WZ13, YKD$^{+24}$, VW13, BMM13, BJM13, 
CAP$^{+07}$, FC13, KKH$^{+12}$, KT14, KL10, 
MTL14, PCMI12, RV07, SWT$^{+14}$, 
VAHC$^{+06}$, VGG$^{+13}$, ZTRC03].
Control-flow [BCHB18].
Control-theoretical [MTL14].
control/data [VAHC$^{+06}$].
control/data-flow [VAHC$^{+06}$].
Controlled [BCS$^{+23}$, HFL$^{+19}$, JNI15, 
WMLM12, YDLC10a].
Controller [GAG15, GMV17, HDG$^{+14}$, HPP17,
MSS23, NZCS19, ZJZL20, LCQ+13.

Controllers [ARDG16, BF17, BDG+15, GHP18, HKP18, ICW+21, KML13, NPAG12, SVZ13, YF19, KASD07].

Converging [Gar05], conversion [AC08].

convex [SJRS+13a]. Convolution [AP20, AABG22, MDWL23].


Cooperation [LOD18]. Cooperative [ANARR+19, SHL+17, YLTY21, ZZX+15].

Coordination [PMDC17]. Coprocessor [LRZ16, BZ13]. co-processors [HMMA04].

copy [AP09]. Core [CLJ+19, HSM16, HH23, KR18, LKA+18, MKD15, PGR16, RC17, RWL+18, RJM19, SSPP23, SDBD18, SRR+23, TKV+18, TGT17, VDKG19, VCM19, WHN+17, ACK+13, CCC+14, CLLC17, CMP+07, DPP14, DP19, JAD19, LKB14, LOG+14, LLR14, LLLT08, LLLT09, LOF20, LG05, MUS10, PMM+13, PHG+17, RDP17, VKMP20, WBF+06, XSP22, YFPJ14].

core-centric [LLLT08, LLLT09].


Correlation [GW15, SMZ+21, TBE16].

Correlation-Aware [TBE16].

Correlations [HC16]. Cortex [SOL+16].


cosimulation [OP06]. COSMOS [PMDC17].

Cost [ABC+17, BLG+15, CS22, GAS+17, LLC+22, LLZ+17, LZZ+19, MLGP19, ZO16, CCH13, CRM14, GLT+13, Mus10, SJRS+13a, SM13b, YFPJ14, ZCK13, ZP09].

Cost-Effective [BLG+15, GLT+13, Mus10].

Costs [CGH19]. cosupplied [MKD13].

cosynthesis [KBDV08]. COTS [FSB+21, HH23, PSZ12b, PJT+23].

COTS-Coherent [HH23]. Count [SIC19].

Counter [ARP12, KJLS20, MKAS18, PMAB19].

Counter-Based [KJLS20].

Counter-Examples [PMAB19].

Counterexample [LP19, ZQD+23].


Course [Shu17a]. Coverage [HSR18, SHK+19, YGH08]. CPS [DCZB19, LML+23, Rua22, SSB24, TBCGO23]. CPU [BBL09, ISE10, LWB18, OFA+15, PHDL18, PDL21, PDL17, RCI17, DFC+19, SPB+17].

CPU/GPU [OFA+15]. CPUs [LSC19].

Crab [WCB20]. Crab-tree [WCB20].


Critical [BHL+20, CKN+20, HSR18, IPL16, KWK23, LS20, RHG+14, Shu15d, ZYL+17, ASTPH10, PJI+14, SVN04].

Criticality [AKTM16, BCDD24, GE18, HPP17, HHC+16a, LCP+17, LH18, RC17, TSP15, TGT17, ZZG24, ZGZ15, ABS+19, FHB+17, HGL14, KGT+23, LDRM12, ZQGZ22].


Cross-Layer [BDG+15, JCW+16, ZP09, KST+12].

Cross-Platform [WNN23]. Cross-Section [SRNW16]. Crossbar [HKL+23, JR20].

Crossbar-Aligned [HKL+23]. Crosstalk [FC16, LPE+23]. Crosstalk-Aware [FC16].

Crowd [DBFH14, PKIT23].

Crowd-Sourced [DBFH14].

Crowdsensing [XQQ+24]. Cryptographic [AMKA17, ARH+18, BCHL19, BSJ15].
EKAK24, MKAA17, ZSY19, RMH04b].
Cryptography [BDR24, DZL+22, LHP+23, LWH17, LPO+17, MKW+24, NVB+20, SOG15, Sco18, SAKH12, Geb04].
CRSTALS [IGCS24, CS [KSA+18].
CS-Based [KSA+18]. CSDF [KB23]. CSI [QWY+18]. CSP [Gar05, McI13]. CUDA [DLV16, KS13, PGS+13]. CURA [LKH16].
CURE [NGL17]. current [MG05].
curriculum [CSVA+05, Sef05, SBF+05].
Curve [DZL+22, LWH17]. curves [BSKB+09, WPW+04]. Custom [KAKSP15, LPD+20, TKG13, HVG13, LSC14, ÖNG08].
Customizable [TKV18]. customization [CGV10, PO05, ZP09]. Customized [Rru22, YTL+20]. Cutting [AR14]. CV [PRB15].
CxDNN [JR20]. Cyber [AFS+13, BHAC15, BKMG12, CKGN14, DWR14, DJH+17, DFF18, GCDJ20, GSN21, HXZ15, IPL16, KCC+16, LAB+23, LWZ+16, LNL+14, MBKF15, MKS+17, NLSV+19, PRS+17, SHL+17, Shu16d, Shu17b, Shu19b, Shu19d, SMR20, TGV12, TCD+19, UGS+21, WDG+16, WZBP19, XKK17, ZYM16, ZYL+17, ZJC+17, BWS14, BJJ13, DDG+13, GMOB13, Hüb13, LDRM12, SPK+12, TXL+12, WLT12, YRS12, ZSM13].
Cyber-Physical [AFS+13, BHAC15, BKMG12, CKGN14, DWR14, DJH+17, DFF18, GCDJ20, GSN21, HXZ15, IPL16, KCC+16, LAB+23, LWZ+16, LNL+14, MBKF15, MKS+17, NLSV+19, PRS+17, SHL+17, Shu19d, TGV12, TCD+19, WDG+16, WZBP19, XKK17, ZJC+17, SMR20, WBS14, DDG+13, Hüb13, LDRM12, SPK+12, TXL+12, WLT12, YRS12, ZSM13].
Cyber-Physical-Social [ZYM16, ZYL+17].
Cybersecurity [Shu15a]. Cycle [LS12, HHB+12]. Cyclo [DHKS15, SLCS16].
Cyclo-Static [DHKS15, SLCS16].

DAG [BGS+18, CLJ+19]. DAGs [CA+24]. DASS [MLAD23]. Data [APRC16, AMJ21, Abs+19, BG17, CJL17, CZK+22, CBS19, CMPP32, DBFH14, FSC+16, GQC+17, GSS+18, HK18, HRT+22, HWC+20, HB23, JRR16, JCS+17, JLIW+15, KK05a, KSA+18, LPD+20, LLZ+22, LCC+23, LCL13, LLN+14, LLW+17, LSL20, MM16, MMH+23, MF12, OHCK24, PE23, PqBM+15, PM19, PNRC17, RP03, SMW+17, SRS+15, SPC+16, SPT+23, SLZ+17, SFCW23, Shu15a, SWWY13, SWWW17, VLX07, WKJ20, WWTSM19, WLC+22, WQGR22, WLK+19, XQQ+24, YZZG23, YCK+18, YHL23, ZZX+15, ZW17, BS13a, CC13a, HBSA04, HKVI05, LX10, SAYN09, TBY+13, UAK+03, ZKK15, ZLF13].
Data-Adaptable [LSL20, SMW+17]. Data-Cache [ZW17]. Data-Dependent [HK18]. Data-Driven [BG17].
Data-flow [CMPP23, VAC+06]. Data-to-Memory [FSC+16]. Databases [KCC+16, CH10].
Dataflow [ABH+18, ADJM19, BPP23, DKA+19, DHKS15, DPNA16, ETBK19, FGK+23, GTH+22, KAKSP15, LWB18, MS21, MDWL23, MKD15, SB23, DFC+19, SCB+22, SLCS16, YLTY21, FZH+13, Ge10].
Deadline-Aware [OHCK24]. Deadlines [YKKD23]. Deadlock [BSV17, DGC+20, HPS13, LX12, WZ13, ZM19, BSV17].
Decentralized [BCD22].

Deception [Rru22].

Decade [DHF18, FLF17, MBLA16, UM13].

Decision [PWL19, SPGT19, UD06].

Declarative [OSA+18].

Decoded [GGI13].

Decoder [FS13, SHME13].

Decoding [RRC22, WRL+18, SRA12, CGV10, ZC04c].

Depth [LG21, KTT13, LYL13].

Deriving [WWTS19, WZG18].

Description [MMD04].

Descriptor [PRB15].

Defect-tolerant [LLR14, VSSS13].

Defending [LLR14, VSSS13].

Defending [WDY+16, XYL13].

Deferred [DBM+15].

Defined [LJR12, VKMP20].

Deformable [DSC+24].

Deformation [MMSN14].

Degradation [GSC19, ZZG24, RGdZS14].

Deinterleaver [KSK13].

Delay [CCKM16, CR14, KJK18, LLT+17, CLK13, GNS04, KAK05].

Delay-Aware [KJK18].

Delay-constrained [KAK05].

Delayed [IAS23].

Delays [CZK+22, GRWV22, RDP17].

Deletion [LLC+22, SLZ+17].

Delivery [LHX+14].

Demand [CCC+20, KKH+11, ANARR+19, HRRH+22, WK14].

Demand-Based [CCC+20].

Demonstrated [CBS19].

Demonstration [LKL+23].

Demystifying [ANB+20, SUS+17].

Dense [LMS+19].

Density [IN15, YCKR+18].

Dependability [CMV10].

Dependable [BDP+13, Zhu10].

Dependence [SWL07].

Dependencies [CAP15, LCS03].

Dependency [SWWW17].

Dependent [AKD+18, HKC18, ABS+19].

Depletion [FHK21].

Depletion-time [FHK21].

Deploying [YLD19].

Deployment [LFS+18, LCV+22, MSS23, OBO+23, RIMS21, RWL+18, SRA12, CGV10, ZC04c].

Depth [LG21, KTT13, LYL13].

Deriving [WWTS19, XCY23].

Description [MMD04].

Descriptor [PRB15].

Design [ABL+20, AHMT17, ADH+23, ARDG16, AV20, BMK+12, BBM15, BJ+23, BTL+12, BHET04, BRL16, DCZB19, DSG19, DJ+19, DEG11, DJZ+13, DNT18, FMS18, FFA+23, FSV19, GLP+11, GK22, Gb04, GCJD20, GV21b, GSN21, HFA+14, IT16, IAAS23, JFM23, JBD20, JEP16, JBCS16, KJR+13, KMS+23, KB17, KDB19, LS10, Leo18, LEPP13, LMW+17, LV09, MSH19, MFG16, MSC16, MYL+22, MPZS13, NYH+20, NLSV+19, OP06, OFA+15, PSZ21, PDL+23, PRS19, PGR+16, PHG+17, RLP20, SWK19, SIR+17, SLB+15, SFCW23, Shu15d, Shu18e, SPGT19, SRA12, CGV10, ZC04c].

Design-Level [TP19].

Design-space [DBH14, GLC07, GNR+10, HQB07, HMMA04, HHHB+12, JS06, JBN+13, KKO+06, KM09, KKH+12, LAN06, LSK+08, LNN09, LM13, LHM14, MSC12, MBFS+07, PGR+08, RP03, RS+09, RQ04, RAK14, SVP05, ST05, STW13, SM13a, WCJ07, XWHC06, ZTRC03, CMP+07, RHRK04].

Design-Level [TP19].

Design-space [MPZS13, BFQ10].

Design-Space-Exploration [GCJD20].

Design-Technology [SBDK22].

Designation [GAD+24].

Designing [ZWY+10].

Designing [BRL16, DQ14, SRM+13, USA+22, VHB+13].

Details [HKP18]. Detectable [LCL+19].

 Detecting [CCP+19, CMP17, PMP17, HT06].

Detection [AMKA17, AMJ21, CLL21, CZHK23, EVS+17, FGL+19, GLS+23, HZYJ22, HMLZ21, HPS13, KJLS20, LX12, LMS+22, LHYQ18, LJLT17, LLP+17, LL18, MYL+22, MKM+23b, MKAA17, MKASJ18, MMD22, MAGR15, PCC17, PKIT23, QWY+18, RCS23, SXH+19, SMZ+21, TMXS17, WDY+16, YZZG23, YHL23, YKK+13, ZCG+22, ZJZL20, CCC+14, HLD+09, KLC+10, KTT13, LHCK04, MVS+13].

Detector [LZS20, TP16]. Determinant [LZZ+23]. Determinism [Lee21].

Deterministic [GD13, LMBL21, SC05]. Development [CWZ+20, MKMGS18, Mosi3, RH23, SH23, DSW+09, PJL+14].

Device [ALZR19, ALV+22, CFXY17, JCW+16, KPS23, LHYQ18, MM16, SRK+18, WXY+18, WWT+22, WGN23, WT15, YTL+20, ZSH+19, BMM13, NRL13, PJL+14, RV07, RBM19, SKPL10, SC05].

Device-Free [LHYQ18, WXY+18].

Device-to-Device [JCW+16]. Devices [AV20, BKMG12, BRA+16, CSCC17, CJL17, CLW+20, CSC23, GLMP18, GRWV22, GAS+17, GDB23, GSN21, GP23, GMCC18, HTR+16, HY22, HTC+16, HLL20, HLL+23, ICZ+23, JGL21, JRSR17, KRHC20, KKCS16, KNX+17, Kwo16, LMA19, LLP+21, LSL+23, LWHS17, LNA+15, MFG16, MPT+22, MV16, MGA+23, MFG17, RCS23, RSW21, Shu17c, TP19, TP20, WLB16, YJD+17, CHCC13, CMS08, LC13, NNH+14, PSZ12b, RC08, TSWL10].

Dew [LZZ+24]. DFA [WH17].

DFA-Resistant [WH17]. DFR [IAS23].

DFSynthesizer [SCB+22]. DIAC [LZS20].


Dies [MASG15]. Different [HCS18].


Direct [ZP08, LP10, SPK+12]. Directed [ADJM19, BGGT23, LITL17, QZGO14, KKC+05].

Directions [MBCM22, HKP08].

DirectNVM [ZAL22]. Disassembly [ITO+24]. Disclosure [FLF+23].

Discovery [LAZ+16, SC20]. Discrete [KL13, NDZ13, BBL09, TSC05].

discrete-time [TSC05]. Discussion [FHB+17]. DISE [CLR05]. Disjunctive [AGG+17].

Disks [WLTW24, CCH13, CW14]. Disorder [HZYJ22].

Disparity [LKA+18, TKT15].

Display [MH19, Dea06]. Displays [LKH16].

dissemination [AKA05]. Distance [CL16].

Distill [MPFG19]. Distill-Net [MPFG19].

Distillation [MPFG19].

Distortions [HCS18]. distributable [CRAJ10].

Distributed [BHAC15, BWS14, BZG19, BLSM19, CJL17, CZH+24, DVCC19, GLMP18, GCU+23, HRT+22, KSS16, Kha13, LAB+23, LC17, LLW+17, MSM21, REPL15, RDS21, SE23, SLB+15, SBD18, Sh16a, SHQX19, TGV12, TAMS18, YMBH19, BVGVE10, CEAJ10, JGD+09, LMK+10, LN04, MSCI12, PS08b, PEP05, SAHE04, YGHS08, YFP14, ZZZ+12, ZLF13, ZC04c].

distribution [ZCG+22]. Disturb [LLZ+22].


Divide [CJL17, CWJ17].

Divide-and-Conquer [CJL17, CWJ17].

DL [LCY+22]. DL-RSIM [LCY+22].
SPC+16, SPT+23, SP19a, SP20, SJOLL22, SKN17, SPB+17, SVN04, SAYN09, TRJ05, TLL+12, WDJ+18, WRJL06, XLY18, YJD+17, YCT16, YS23, YKKD23, YW13, YDS+22, ZZG24, ZO16, ZC08.

energy [BZ13, BBL09, CAP+07, CSK+02, CLK13, FZJ08, GNW05, Geb06, GGI13, GHZH14, HE12, HLD+09, KKC+05, KHZS07, KVK+03, KAL05, KDN+07, LSK+08, LH+10, LWB13, LPFG13, LOXL13, MRY+10, MKD13, PAP+12, RP10, RMM03, SRS03, SKPL10, SJ+03, SM13b, SC05, TTAG14, TVK08, UAK+03, YK03, ZVN05, YKKD23, YW13, ZTD+06, ZA07, ZX08, ZP08, Zhu10, CH10].

Energy- [FS13]. Energy-Accuracy [JBDD20]. Energy-Aware [BMAB16, DAHM16, HB16, JRSR17, ZZG24, BMP03, DKV14, EYG+23, KBDV08, YW13, FZJ08, GGI13, SRS03].

Energy-Constrained [AV20].

Energy-Efficient [ABA+20, AJ18, ARZ+23, BGS+18, CHK+14a, DLPK16, GRR23, HLL+23, HB23, LS12, MSR+12, MMH+23, PCM+15, PHDL18, PLM+15, RR17, SA21, SPC+16, SP19a, SJOLL22, SPB+17, TLL+12, YKKD23, BCLN13, ESAS14, GRWV22, HQB06, MPT+22, RK+C2, SPT+23, SP20, SAYN09, WRJL06, YS23, ZC08, CAP+07, HE12, LK10, RP10, ZP08, CH10].

Energy-Fidelity [HPBL12]. Energy-Free [LYC+18]. Energy-Harvesting [ABC+17, HSR18, HZW18, GHZH14].

Energy-Neutral [WDJ+18].

energy-optimal [SC05, YK03].

Energy-optimizing [FRRJ07].

Energy-Proportional [FPGS22].

energy-synchronized [GHZH14].

Energy/QoS [LDV12]. Energy-Fidelity [EDF13].

Enforcement [PRS+17]. Enforcer [CD17].

Enforcing [WWY13]. engine [TSWL10].

Engineering [BCHL19, EKAK24, HMR23, PL13, YGW+12, DRL+10, Sev05, SBF+05].

Enhanced [PD12, PK13]. Enhancement [CCC+17, DDC+24, PK15, CYKH13, HL14, KD08].

Enhancing [CLK13, IAS23, OFA+15, KK05a].

Ensemble [HZW+23]. Ensure [NZCS19].

Ensuring [LMA19, WLC+18].

Entanglement [CD19]. Entire [JSD23].

entrant [VWG+17]. Environment [AARJ12, BRL16, RHG+12, SSB24, TSY+16, CSK+02, DDG+13, HT06, SB08, WC07, WTSR13]. environmentally [LAHS06].

Environments [BCDD24, BE17, ZLZ+24, WP11].

EnviroSuite [LAHS06]. epileptic [MVS+13].

Equation [BGGT23, HVG13].

Equation-Directed [BGGT23].

Equations [LZZ+23, WWTSM19].

Equilibrium [YCMB19].

Error [BBD+17, CGSH19, DVC21, EZL+17, FND+16, KKD+12, LJJL17, YLA17, MKASJ18, OSA+18, PMM+17, SK13, SUS+17, TP16, WZD+17, YZGZ23, YC12, HLD+09, MMK22, LDV12]. Error-Aware [KKD+12, LDV12].

Error-Recovery [EZL+17]. Errors [KKL+16, KJK+17, LFP+17, RJS19, WCM+16, YA13].


Essentiality [ZT+19]. Establishment [DL12].

ESTEREL [TaS05, SBR+18, YKK+13]. Estimating [OBSO16]. Estimation [AD+23, ARR2, CL11, CYH20, FHK21, HH+22, LKA+18, OBA+17, PJWY12, RHG+12, SGL+16, SRR+23, TKT15, WZM17, WSMF22, KKC+05, KS13, LSC14, MSL13, ÖNG08].

Estimations [RSF20].

ESTIMedia'08 [BCEP12].

ESTIMedia'09 [PCB12].

ESTIMedia'10 [Edi13].

ESTIMedia'11 [CC14].

ESTIMedia'12 [CP13b].

ESTIMedia'13 [PS14].

ESWEEK [EE16, EHI8].

ETAP [EYG+23].

ETC [YK+24].

Evaluating [BCS+23, HABT11, MMS06, CSC16, Shu20b].

Evaluation [BHT04, FHB+17, HHC+16b].
JLSP18, LZS+18, MCSW12, RG14, SMG04, SSS11, WT15, YDS+22, CLZ05, HGL14, KJRG13, LSC14. Evenly [LC17]. Event
[HHC+16b, JZL+15, KL13, MV16, MLA16, NDZ13, KW10, DAASP21]. Event-B
[DAASP21]. Event-Based [JZL+15]. Events [HSS18, ZH12a]. everyone
[Shu14a]. everywhere [Shu14a]. Evolution [SVZ13]. evolutionary [HMM04]. Evolve
[RIM21, WYSX]. Executive [XZK+19, YLW15]. Examples [PMAB19]. exascale [DBH14]. Exchange [AA+21]. executeables
[DVC+07]. Execute [WL+19]. Executing [AKD+18, AARJ12, ABS+19, BCD+22, BCS+23, BMMV21, CBRR19, EVS+17, FSB+22, KBH+23, LMA19, MCM+17, MZG15, MLA16, REPL15, RRK15, TB23, WWG+18, WZ12, HG09, MEP04, WEE+08, YZ08].
Execution-Time [EVS+17, WEE+08]. executions [LE14]. Exotasks [A+09].
Expansion [CB17, BYD09]. Experiences [RIMS21, WYS+13, CLK13, CMP+07].
Experiment [TSY+16]. Experimental [BHET04, LK+23]. Explanation [SRB23].
Explicit [SSD+19, WAD14]. exploitation [C+19]. Exploiting [CN+20, CFGM15, FS14, HE12, HC16, LPD+20, LPE+23, MWK+24, NBE18, PX+17, PMM+17, PE23, SK13, SGZS21, SDMK19, SWWW17, XDL+18, ZM07, CLK13, GFC+10, ZA07].
Exploration [ABL+20, BCS16, BJ+23, CDH+16, DJJ+19, FFA+23, FSC+16, FSVG19, GCJD20, GSN21, IVJ+23, JFM23, KAKSP15, KB23, MPT+22, OFA+15, PSZ12a, PWL+19, SLB+15, SXXS+16b, WSHC14, YLTY21, Z23, ZB20, BFG10, CIC+08, CIC+09, GDN03, JBN+13, KGR12, LML+13, MPZ13, OP06, PDBR08, SKW+07, YCLV+02]. Explore
[BMP23, CAP15]. Exploring
[DJ012, IFA+16, WKJ20, WSK14].
Exposing [HKP18, SWL07]. Expression
[WZG+23]. Extended
[AJ18, LDV12, WSHC14]. Extending
[GMCC18, OFA+15, YGD+19]. Extensible
[HK+23]. Extension
[LWS+23, PRSV19, MBFT09, RMH04a]. Extensions
[KRR20, LTQ+24, PJS+23]. External
[JGL21]. Extractor [XHK16]. Extreme
[RK+22, YV23]. Extremely
[CJL17].
F [MSHS19]. Fabrics [HMR23]. Facial
[WZG23]. Facilitating [AMJ21].
Factored [JFK15]. Factors [Shu19c]. Fails
[SZL+17]. Failure
[BV15, SLS+19, TMXS17]. failures
[CRA10]. Fair [RPB+19, RGSS04].
Fairness
[CLL17, GHKS15, RPB+19, CJMB05].
Fall
[LMS+22]. Falsification
[AFS+13].
Family
[MFG16]. Farsi
[BJ+23]. Fault
[AP20, ABA+20, AGG+17, CSX17, CHS15, EKAK24, NS16, PDBR08, YMHB19, YCNCC11, BWS14, LM13, LHCK04, TLLL09, VDJ+07, VDK+08, SAMR06].
Faster
[LHP+23]. Fault
[AMKA17, BVM19, BHD15, CPC17, DSB17, FXP+17, GAS+17, IPEP12, LCD18, LCLW17, LPE+23, MKMG15, MCP17, MKA17, MAGR15, NDZ13, RCDB24, Rru22, SA18, SIS24, SSH14, TAP23, TMXS17, KKK17, YGD+17, AFG08, BGD14, CMV10, JGD+09, RMH04b, SHME13, ZC04b]. Fault-injection
[RCDB24].
Fault-tolerance
[AFG08]. Fault-Tolerant
[BHD15, CPC17, DSB17, IPEP12, MCP17, SA18, SSH14, TMXS17, TAP23, BGD14, JGD+09, RMH04b]. Faults
[EVS+17, VM23, VSO8]. Faulty [BVM19].
FD
[WZG+23]. FD-CNN
[WZG+23]. FDL
[GV21b]. FE
[XH16]. FE-SViT
[XHK16].
Feasibility
[SGW+16, YRF10]. feasible
[LA11, RM10]. Federated
[GP23, NFL+22, TSY+16, TSO22, YS23].
FedHIL
[GP23]. Feedback
[IAS23, KT14, ZM07]. Feedforward
[CF23].
FELIX [SLK+22], Fence [Shu16b], Fencing [FND+16], Ferroelectric [SLK+22], FET [SLK+22], Fetal [FSVG19], FFConv [AP20], Fiat [VS08], Fidelity [HPBL12], FIDES [ISTE08], Field [NWA12, Shu16b, ITO+24], fields [RMH04a, RMH04b], FIFO [GNW05, TBG+17], File [CCC+17, KSP+12, LCC+23, OBSO16, CWKH12, LS13, PK13], File-system-aware [LCC+23], file-system-oriented [CWKH12], Filed [HCS18], filling [BSKB+09], Filter [HZW+23, CMS08], Filtering [UM13, YYKK18, MSH+14, TSG10], filters [CC13b, FF09], final [GGGK08], Finding [VSD+17], Fine [BHL+20, CAN+23, KJLS20, DFC+19], Fine-Grained [KJLS20, DFC+19, BHL+20, CAN+23], Fingerprinting [BS22, HMLZ21, ISOD21, PRM21], Fingerprints [TM15], Finite [CHS15, DQ14, NWA12, ZPZG17, RMH04b], Finite-State-Machine [CHS15], FINN [AGG+23], Fire [MMD22, PKIT23], Firmness [BAG+20], Firmware [MKMG518, McI13], First [HQE20], Fix [DLV16], Fixed [DBM+15, DHL17, LH18, LJVD23, SCM20, SD17, WHN+17, ZLL+19, AC08, DF14, LA11, QH07, YK03], Fixed-Point [LJVD23, SCM20, AC08], Fixed-Priority [DHL17, LH18, LA11, QH07, YK03], fixed-priority-scheduled [DF14], Flash [BDG+15, CSCC17, GMCC18, GKS+22, ISOD21, JGL21, JCS+17, JNI15, KKK+11, KSP+12, KNY+17, Kwo16, MAW22, OBSO16, PRM21, SWJ+13, WDM17, WC16, WZD+17, CH10, CKL4, CWKH12, CYKH13, LPC+07, PCK+08, PK13, WKC07, Wu10, JKJ+10, MSH19], Flash-Based [CSCC17, PCK+08], flash-memory [CKL04, CWKH12, CYKH13, WKC07], FlashKV [ZLSQ17], FlashLight [KSP+12], Flaws [SZL+17], Flexibility [IAS23, WSK14], Flexible [ABTS24, BHD15, CC13b, DMPC23, HWC22, KKL24, NVB+20, PP19, PJL+17, TV19, VWG+17, MTL14, SJK20, ZW10], FlexRay [SKH+12, TBEP16], FlexWAFe [DSW+09], Float [WHL23, WHL23], Floating [LPP+21, MLR+17, AC08, DBH14, LYL13], floating- [AC08], Floating-point [LPP+21, MLR+17], Floorplan [SBB19], FLORA [SBB19], Florets [SPT+23], Flow [GBK17, DHL17, PMP+17, RJS19, SUS+17, SPC+16, SPT+23, SIC19, VAAC+06, YZZG23, BHL+20, CC13a, CMPP23, LMST04, MCG22, PGR+08, RI04, TBG+13, WYJ+14], Flow-aware [SPT+23], Flow-Based [GBK17, SIC19], Flow-Layer [GBK17], FlowPaP [YJ+17], FlowReR [YJ+17], Fluid [ARS16], Fly [PM19, UM13], FMM [HZH+18], FMSs [HPS13], Focused [HPBL12], Fog [AAR+17, LI21, SKS21], Fog-Assisted [AAR+17], Footprint [LMB+22, CDD+07, HFG13, PLKH08], Forensics [CFXY17], ForEVeR [PB14], Fork [SGW+16], Fork-Join [SGW+16], Formal [BGVZ11, CD17, CD10, DST19, DHF18, GDA13, Leo18, LYL13, LMB16, SJK20, ZW10], formalism [Gar05], Formalization [HMT13], Formalized [LCF17], Formally [CMP23, MS23], Format [CPP+17], Format-Independent [CPP+17], Formats [MMH+23], ForSyDe [UGS+21], ForSyDe-Atom [UGS+21], Forwarding [HSR18], Foundations [BCHL19], FPGA [AMKA17, AP20, BSKB+09, BFST19, BRA+16, CCA+13, CCC+14, CHS15, CDH+16, EKAK24, GZZ+16, HJ19, HNY18, HPLD09, HW17, JSZ+19, LSC14, LS17, ...
LMS+19, MDWL23, MMSN14, MCSW12, MCM+17, RPB+19, RMK17, SSK21, SUK23, DFC+19, SB08, SM13a, TAP23, TV19, USA+22, WL09, WZY+23, YDS+22, ZBCM09, ZHY13]. FPGA- [MCN+17]. FPGA-Based [GZZ+16, HW17, AP20, CCA+13, HPLD09, SSK21, SUK23, SB08, TAP23, USA+22].

FPGA- [LZNL23, AZS+23, DSW+09, HG13, JSD23, KJRG13, LJZ+20, OFA+15, PGS+13, PAS+09, PLT23, QFL+24, RBNM19, SBB19, SWWW17, WGP04, YZZ+23], FRAM [JRS17]. Frame [ESM+17, PEP05, SG+13]. frame-based [SG+13]. frames [NPP13]. Framework [BCD+22, BTD+18, BRR19, BM15, BJT+23, BP19, BHL+20, CWW23, CJ20, CWX+23, DJJ+19, DSS+14, DAASP21, GLP+11, HSD22, HFA+14, IVJ+23, JKH22, JLS21, KCH14, KPC+16, KSA+18, LKH16, LCY+22, LZZ+23, MWF+16, OBO+23, OMH+23, PRK15, PKL22, RMK17, SRB23, SL16, SFCW23, DFC+19, SSH14, SYC+17, TXXS+16a, TXXS+16b, SVS21, SC20, SCA+24, SRA12, TLS23, VKNG19, WZG+23, XK16, XKK17, YDS+22, ZDTM19, ARJ11, BWS14, CCR+14, DZR09, FZJ08, KKO+06, KGR12, LSK+08, LAHS06, PO05, RDM06, SJRR+13a, SL08, STY+14, SGD12, UAK+03, WZ10].

Frameworks [TP20]. Fracna [LMBL21, LML+23]. Free [CGZ18, CLJ+19, CQB+15, HMLZ21, LOD18, LHY18, LHYQ18, PGR16, WXY+18, WLHC18, CRJ10, DGC+20, HHH+05, LES14, OZ22, PRL+23, RP10, ZKK13, MMY+19, MSG19, MFMA17].


Harmonicity [WHN+17].
Harmonicity-Aware [WHN+17].
Harnessing [LKB14]. HARP [LKB14].
HARS [LOG+14]. Harvest [CLL+18].
Harvesting [ABD+19]. ABC+17. BFw+19.
HSR18, HZGW18. KY17. LOD18. MLL+17.
High-accuracy [ITO+124]. PSZI+12b. THON12.
High-assurance [RPHA19]. High-Density [YCK+18].
BAR13b. CCA+13. FO03. KCC+05. LLC+13. PGS+13. PSZI+12b.
High-density [BFW+17]. High-Throughput [YH+15].
High-performance [BFW+17]. High-Throughput [YH+15].
High-resolution [CMJ+18]. High-Security [CMJ+18].
High-speed [CMJ+18]. High-Security [CMJ+18].
High-throughput [CMJ+18]. High-Security [CMJ+18].
High-voltage [CMJ+18]. High-voltage [CMJ+18].
Hierarchy [AAR+17]. Hidden [GGJ12]. hiding [XHSS10].
Hierarchy [GKS+22]. OMH+23. TBG+17.
LCH+08. LPO+17. MSR+17. NASM18. PCM+15. PTK+23. PMDC+17. PGR16.
KCC+05. LLC+13. PGS+13. PSZI+12b. THON12.
Host [WQGR22]. Hint-Driven [WQGR22].
History [Shu19d]. HLS [AO+23].
HLS-based [AO+23]. HMAC [GWM16].
HMAC-SHA256 [GWM16]. HMT [SZ+23]. hoc [KDN+07]. HOL [MHT+13].
Holistic [NFL+22]. OSA+18. home [LCQ+13]. Homogeneous [NASM18].
Humanoid [GPT+23]. Humans [QWH+18]. HW [ZDTM19]. HW/SW [ZDTM19].

Innovative [VP16]. Input [RR17, SFB23]. Input-Aware [RR17].

Input / [SFB23]. Inputs [DPNA16, RLP+21]. Insertion [LLC+22].

Inspired [KOL+22]. Installment [SYC+17]. Instant [LX12]. Instantaneous [MG05].

Instantiation [PLT23]. Instantly [LKZ+23]. Instruction [LL12].

Instruction-Cache [AB15]. Instruction-level [SD13]. Instruction-set [AC08, RDM06, RMD09].

Instructions [DASS12, LPD+20, NYH+20, GGI13, KG05, SBX08]. Instrumenting [MZG14].

Integrated [EK12, FSC+16, GMN21, GDD20, LSC19, dFMAdN12, LL18, MSCP16, PDL21, SXXS+16b, XZK+19, BvB13, MHK+23].

Integrating [GIB+12, SPP+10].

Integration [LWZ+16, MHT13, SWL+14, CCB+06, Dea06, KASD07, NKP+12, SD13, WCJ07].

Integrity [BHL+20, DBFH14, MGP22, ZZA+22].

Intel [CMP+07]. Intellectual [BS22].

Intelligence [MBCM22, MFG17, Shu18b].

Intelligent [LHL+19, Pau14, RMK17, ZLZ+24, LWK02].

Intensive [MLR+17, TDD+16].

Interrupt [FND+16, LP10, dFMAdN12, WCM+16].

Interrupt-Driven [WCM+16, LP10].

Interrupt-Triggered [FND+16].

Interruptible [CZ23].

Interrupts [LMK+18].

Intersection [LHL+19].

Interval [LZL15, PLT23, LKK10].

Intrusion [CLL21, WDY+16, ZCG+22, ZJZL20, LWK04].

Intrusive [AARJ12].

Invariant
Invariant-Based Invariants [AGS+16, AGG+17].

Inversion [FSVG19].

Investigation [IBMK10, KHHH14].

INVVISIOS [AARJ12].

IoT [ABL+20, AAR+17, BZG19, BLSM19, CZ23, CDBB24, CBH22b, CBH22b, CCM17, GAS+17, GSN21, JRSR17, LZS20, LKZ+23, LZZ+19, MFG17, MPFG19, PP19, PJJ+17, RSW21, SKS21, SJKL18, Shu17b, TTBT23, TP19, TN17, WX17].

IoT-Fog-Cloud [SKS21].

IoT-to-Edge-to-Cloud [CDBB24].

IP [FSVG19].

Islands [FZHT13].

Isolation [AHMT17, RWL+18].

iSSD [SFCW23].

Issue [BBM15, BCHL19, BDR24, BDK+23, CDBB24, CS16, CKG14, CBH22a, CBH22b, CJL17, CGZ18, DST19, DSXS15, EE16, EH18, FX17, GV21b, Goe14, IT16, KL13, Leo18, LZN123, MCP17, OMMM23, RHG+14, STLX22a, STLX22b, SCZ20a, SCZ20b, SCKD23, TEC12, VP16, WX17, WSHC14, ZQC16, BM13, DPP14, GM03, Gup04, GP07, HCK+08, HTLC10, JC03, KS10, KBC113, LB04, MS05, DWC14, PBP09a, Sch07, SLO4, ST05, W002, PBP09b].

Issues [Shu15c, JB02, JB03].

ISUPPLEMENTAL [TEC12].

Iterational [XHSS10].

Iterative [NHS20, SAHE04, BWS14, KFY+22, PS08a].

Itself [Shu16b].

ITUBEE [FXP+17].

IXP [LCH+08].

Java [ABC+07, BVGVEA10, CWZ+20, CSK+02, CH08, CRAJ10, GW08, HT06, HTLC10, JMO14, KW10, MS13a, PS10, SKKR11, SPP+10, TKL+15].

Java-based [GW08, JMO14].

Jetson [JKH22].

Join [SGW+16].

Joint [HZGW18, HZX15, LMS+22, LXL13, LYY+17, PKL22, WC16, XLY18].

JOM [WC16].

JPEG [THON12].

JSCD [YC12].

Jump [PP12].

JVM [WKJ20].

Karatsuba [MSR+17].

Keep [YMKH23].

Kernel [CSC23, LL17, WRB15, CDD+07].

Kernel-Level [WRB15].

Key [PAA+21, DL12, MKM+23a, PNRC17, Seo18, SAKH20, P008b].

Key-Length-Based [PNRC17].

Key-value [MKM+23a].

Key-Value [PGS+13].

Key-Value-Compressed [GSV+13].

Keyword [GV11a].

Kit [JAB+22].

Knapsack [CNCC11].

KNOWME [TLT+12].

Kryptonite [SSR+23].

KV [ZLSQ17].

Kyber [JGCS24, RCB24].

L [EA2S12].

L24 [SM13b].

Lab [BCHB18].

Lab-on-Chip [BCHB18].

LaDy [CCS23].

LaGrange [YF19].

LAMBDA [KAS+20].

LanCE X [XYLC23].

Lane [KCBM21].

Language [CMP23, LFC17, SIR+17, MMD04].

Languages [GV21b, SCZ20a, SCZ20b, WVN23, LOP09a].

Large [CJL17, JG+18, LZZ+23, MRA+17, PE23, HNB+05, PS08b].

Large-Scale [CJL17, JG+18, LZZ+23, PS08b].

LARK [DS11].

Last [KRS+16, MPT+22, TTA+20, WZJ+18].

Last-Level [KRS+16, WZJ+18, MPT+22].

Latency [AYS15, CSC23, GRRR24, HKP18, KSY17, KH23, LPE+23, MV16, QFL+24, WLTW24, ABI+09, SRM+13, XHS10].

Latency-Aware [BZG19].

Latency-based [HKP18].

Latency-Optimized [AYS15].

Latent [VAR13].

Latte [AYS15, BSJ15, HPO+15, LHP+23, LPO+17, MKW+24, RCB24, VF17].

Latte-Based [AYS15, BSJ15, HPO+15, LHP+23, LPO+17, MKW+24, RCB24].

Launch [KJKM16, CLK13].

Law [AK+23].

Layer [BDG+15, CCC+20, CKB17, JCW+16, Kwo16, SKKR11, CYKH13, CCY+13, KST+12, KXL10, LPC+07].
Layers [AP20, PBC22, UGS+21, WTT+22, XDL+18]. Lazy [KGT+23]. LCTES [FX17].

LCTES'05 [GP07]. LCTES'11 [DV13].

Leakage [CBRZ19, SP19b, CNK04, ZKK05, ZTD+06, ZA07].


Learning-Assisted [SKY17].

Learning-based [AZHC19, TP20].

Lebedesque [MHT13]. Ledgers [Shu16a].


LEON [PDL+23]. Less [AKTM16, KML+22, BYD09, PLKH08]. Let [JSD23].

Level [BRL16, FLF17, KPC+16, KBS17, KHB+23, KRS+16, LN19, LMK+18, LHY+15, LZJ+20, MFMA17, MF12, NBM+16, PKT23, PDMC17, SSA21, SDMK19, TP19, TWTH18, TTA+20, WZL+18, WRB15, ZRF+12, ZYM16, ZYL+17, AVR22, BAR13b, CCA+13, FO03, IYL+23, JBN+13, KKC+05, KVN+09, MSCJ12, MPT+22, MSS+03, MSL13, OP06, RDS21, SGT+13, SD08, SD13, VJD+07, VDK+08, YCLV+02, ZEZ+23, ZBG20].

Level-II [SSA21]. Leveling [HCS+22, CCH13, PMP14]. Levels [KS22].

Leveraging [HMLZ21, HRT+22, MF13, MMY+19].

LibRA [GMVV17, JN15]. Libraries [ZGH+19, PLKH08]. Library [BCC+17].

Licensing [BNM19]. LiDAR [HXH+24].

Lifetime [GM12, SHQX19, LO13]. Light [OHCK24, ARH+18]. Lightweight

[AMKA17, AARJ12, BDB+17, BCHL19, CBS19, DS11, GMVV17, HDZL20, JCS+17, KAS+20, KSP+12, KCBM21, KRR20, MFG16, OMH+23, RCS23, SL16, SP19b, XYL23, XQQ+24, ZSY19, ZSH+19, ZGH+19, PS04]. like [BCS16, LJ14]. Limit

[VSD+17]. Limitations [MKE18]. Limited [HLLL20, BSIa, CH08, HHL+23a, Wu10].

LIN [SKH+12]. Linear

[BF17, GD19, JSZ+19, LZJ+23, KJRG13].

Lingua [MLBL21, ML+23]. Link

[DVC+07, KXL10]. Link-time [DVC+07].

Linked [PqBM+15]. links [QRB10]. Linux

[BMF15, CDD+07, MZG14]. LISP [PS04].

Literature [RH23]. Live [FND+16].

Live-Out [FND+16]. Liveness

[GZ12, WWY13]. Liveness-Enforcing

[WWY13]. LL [QFL+24]. LL-GNN

[QFL+24]. LLM [BSa]. LMP [WSK14].

LMP-based [WSK14]. Load [CW17, JBI17, KGT+23, UM13, Mus10, ZP06].

Load-Balancing [CW17, Mus10].

Load-Store [JBI17]. load/stores [ZP06].

loader [WBF+06]. Local

[DNLB22, KAKSP15, LBS15, BS13a].

Locality

[CCSC23, GFC+10, KK05a, YG02, MMK22].

Locality-aware [CCSC23]. Localization

[BKS+23, GP23, MMD22, SHL+17, TP20, YV23, ZH12a, BHET04, CTK+13, HBB+05, LLL14, PS08a, PSZ12b, ZH12b, ZC04c].

Location [LLT+17, TM15, ZHM+14].

locations [PS08a]. Lock

[CRJ10, PCM+15, SA18]. Lock-free

[CRJ10]. Locked [SMR15]. Locking [AB15, DLL+19, QZX014, SWK19, ZW17, VXD07].

LOCUS [TKV+18]. Log

[SHQX19, LPC+07, TSG10]. Logging

[CSW15, CSCC17, DLH16, GSS+18, MWF+16]. Logic

[AFS+13, KMP15, KDB19, LJMP23, MKS+17, RLMP23, VRF15, WRW+21, LLLGR13, ETA16].

Logic-Based [ETA16]. Logical
Low-Power
SBK
YC12, ZRZ
CHTC07, GDA13, LCL+12, DLC+14.

Look [BCC+17, KKS+23, WZH13].
Look-Ahead [WZH13].
Look-up [KKS+23].
Look [BCC+17, KKS+23, WZH13].
Look-Ahead [WZH13].
Look-up [KKS+23].
Lookup [RR17].
Loop [PDL21, RLG20, Shu18b, ABC+07, CGV10].
Machine-based [CGV10].
Machine-Learning-Resilient [NBH23].
Machine-to-Machine
[APRC16, KKCS16, LAZ+16].
Machines
[APRC16, KKCS16, LAZ+16].
Majority-Based [NBH23].
Majority-Based [NBH23].
Making [LPE+23, WCH+23].
Malware [KJLS20, KAS+20, RCU22].
Managed [CRM14].
Managed [HCS+22, LBS15].
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On-demand
[ANARR19]. On-Device
[KPS23]. On-the-Fly
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[WZH13]. Online
[ZP13a, ZP14, EVS\textsuperscript{+17}, ISG03,
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**Segment** [HSM16, TBEP16].

**Segment-Based** [HSM16]. **Segmentation** [GGJ12, VAR13]. **Segmented** [FGPS22].

**seizures** [MVS+13]. **Selection** [ABSZ+19, AABG22, BCLS17, DLD+19, GPB+17, KAKSP15, KBRD22, MTWE20, ZRF+12, BMS13, LSC14, LXL13, SWT+14, SBX08].

**Selective** [CSCC17, KKL+16, LLPM07, Gar05].

**Self** [BLG+15, BHET04, CLL+18, DJS16, LYC+18, MDS+21, RJ19, TMX17, TS12, TBCGO23, WHL23, YYYK18, DEG11, GLT+13, GNR+10, WYJ+14, Wu10, ZVL04]. **Self-Adaptive** [RJM19, YYYK18, DEG11]. **self-adjusting** [Wu10]. **Self-aware** [DJS16, GNR+10].

**Self-Configuring**

Sensor [ABC+14, BGGT23, BS13b, CTK16]

Sensor-Based [LX22]. Sensors [ABTS24, DL12, GSS+18, HZYJ22, HXH+24, HZW+23, PP12, WJ17, CNC13, LY13, NRL13]. Sensory [MMA+23].

Sentries [Shu16b]. Sequence [LL18, ZW13].

Sequential [GH16b, LCC+19, MKR13].

Sequential-write-constrained [LCC+19].

Sequentialization [WCM+16].

Sequentially [SMR+18]. Serial [LS17, MKS23, PYL+23, RML04a]. Series [BT22]. Server [ABS+19, BE17, GMS17, MALM04].

Serverless [CBS19]. Servers [AHMT17].

Service [LAZ+16, MST+16, WSMF22, BDP+13, LCJ13, WP11]. Services [JCW+16, KBCL13, PCBW13, SRY13, WTSR13]. Serving [MMA+23].

Set [AJ18, DB19, Fra12, GD19, LTQ+24, AC08, LLPM07, MBFT09, RDM06, RMD09]. Sets [BB15]. SFA [PC14]. SG [WHL23].

SG-Float [WHL23]. SHA256 [GWM16].

Shader [YC16, YW13]. Shading [BCS16].

shadowing [LHX+14]. Shamir [VS08].

shapers [WMT12]. Shaping [OSF19, RC08]. Shared [CH08, JSB23, KR18, KRS+16, MBJ+23, NS16, SP12, TGBT17, VGN18, WJZ+18, ZGH+19, LPB06, PLKH08, SE10].

shared-memory [LPB06]. Sharing [LJZ17, RKK15, SDBD18, VKV+17, VSD+17, BZ13, MSB08, PS08b, ZB13].

SHARP [ARZ+23]. ShaVe [SDBD18].

ShaVo-ICE [SDBD18]. Shift [CDX+19].

Shift-based [CDX+19]. Shingled [CCSC23, CCC+20, LCC+19]. Shortest [GNW05]. Shortest-path [GNW05]. shot [FLF+23]. should [GT05].

Shrunk [ZGH+19].

Side [AAT+21, GW15, GW16, HMLZ21, IYL+23, JGCS24, MKW+24, RCD24].

Side-Channel [AAT+21, GW15, GW16, HMLZ21, JGCS24, IYL+23, MKS24, MKW+24, RCD24].

sifting [AP09]. Signal [DVC21, HW17, SLK+22, SRA12, ZO16, AMN+14, BDB+17, GJ13].

Signals [CCP+19]. Signature [FLF+23, HPO+15, HHL+23b, KKS+23, ZSY19, DLN13].

signature-based [DLN13]. Signatures [ABC+17, AYS15, KSFS24, MKAA17, THG24].

SIKE [EKAK24, SSA21].

Silicon [ASS+23, MCM16, THA+12, AKB14].

SIMD [FSC+16, HLF+18, SFZX18].

similarity [HE12, LLR14]. Simon...
[AMKA17]. Simple [SEB12]. Simplex [JBCS16]. Simulating [WRKG16].

Simulation [AVR12, BSM+21, CD19, FKJM18, GD14, LCY+22, MRA+17, RG14, SXM+18, VF17, WMLA16, ZJC+17, MMSN14, RDM06, RMD09].

Simulation-based [GD14]. Simulation-Driven [FKJM18]. simulator [CMP+07]. Simulators [Fra12, SWL+14].

Simulink [BCC+17, DP08, HY+15, TSC05].

Simultaneous [BKS+23, LRZ16, TTAG14, OOA06]. simultaneously [LOXL13]. Single [LMS+19, MM16, PC14, WZM17, ZW17, KMB07]. Single- [LMS+19].


Sleep [JRR1]. Sleep-Mode [JRR1]. sliced [SSS24]. Slicing [YKD+24]. Sliding [GW15]. SLISCP [ARH+18].

SLISCP-light [ARH+18]. Slotless [PAS+09]. SM2 [ZSH+19]. Small [HIJ19, SRG+15, Shu16c].

Smart [BCS16, BSJ15, CYH20, DJS16, HDG+14, LTT+17, MFG16, SCR16, TSY+16, VP16, CHCC13, DEG11, DZR09, Edi14, LWK+10, MSCJ12, SCF12]. SmartLMK [KJKM16].

Smartphone [GW15]. Smartphones [SPT+21, SKK+14, ESM+17].

Smartwatches [AMJ21]. Smooth [SGJ17].

SMR [CCC+20, MS19, WLTW24]. SMT [PMM+13]. Snake [BCS16]. Snake-like [BCS16]. Snapshot [LLN+14]. SoC [DJS16, GSC19, JM06, JBN+13, KKO+06, LLP+21, LHM14, MKMGS18, PÖG+13, RH23, TKL+15, YCNCC11, ZDTM19].

Social [ZYM16, ZYL+17]. Society [Shu20a].

Socioecological [LAZ+16]. SoCs [BCS+23, COC22, DSXS+14, HSK18, ISE10, RPB+19, RJM19, VKW+17, XDL+18]. Soft [FND+16, KKL+16, KJ+17b, LLT17, OSA+18, RJS19, SSK23, SUS+17, TP16, WMGR12, HLD+09, MMSN14, MEP08, SM13a]. Soft-Error [OSA+18, SUS+17]. soft-object [MMSN14]. Softcore [AZS+23].

SoftRM [TMXS17]. Software [Akd21, BVM19, CAP15, CMP17, Dee06, DBFH14, EMVR23, GLC07, GDC19, HCS+22, JLP18, JNI15, KE15, KKL+16, LS13, LLG+20, LMK+18, LBS15, MBLA16, OBA+17, PJS15, SWJ+13, Seo18, SISS24, SCM20, SD13, SLFC19, TSY+16, TBBd11, VGN18, VKMP20, WQGR22, YMBH19, YGD+17, ZPZG17, ZQC16, ARJ08, ARJ11, BCLN13, BSL13a, BMS13, CMV10, CSV+05, DZR09, FRRJ07, FZJO8, HG09, HFG13, HQB06, HKLH05, JR20, JM06, KMB07, KASD07, LOG+14, LJ12, LWK+10, MRT13, MLV09, OP06, PGR+08, RP11, Sdo07, Sch10, SMG04, SB08, SE07, SVN+04, SBF+05, WCJ07, ZCS+05, ZXS03].


Software-Hardware [TSY+16]. Software-Managed [HCS+22].

Software-only [GDC19, BS13a]. software-pipelined [ZXS03]. Solar [ABD+19, JC12, MBB+15, SKN17, SLS+19, TSW+17]. Solar-Powered [TSW+17, MBB+15]. Solid [HWLT23, YWLN23, CCH13, CW14].


REPL15, RHG+12, RRM16, RLP+21, RHG+14, RDDS21, SSK23, SG24, SE23, SMW+17, SCG15, SMR15, SR12b, SWL+23, SP19a, SSPP23, SDBD18, SCZ20a, SCZ20b, SZL+17, Shu15a, Shu15d, Shu16a, Shu16c, Shu16d, Shu18d, Shu19d, SRR+23, SPGT19, SGJ17, SMR20, SXXS+16b, SLFC19, SC816, SLE+17, TSP15, TABS17, TGV12, TJ23, TCD+19, TFL16, USA+22, VVKG23, VWG+17, VP16, VM23, WDJ+18, WMGR12, WDI+16, WCK+19, WYL+19, WZBP19, WRK16, WLC+18, WLC+22, WQGR22, WSMF22, WMLMI2, XSP22, KKK17, YC12, YLW15, YCT16.

Systems

[YHL23, ZYM16, ZYL+17, ZWK23, ZBG20, ZQD+23, ZJC+17, ZLX+23, ZQC16, ARJ08, ARJ11, ASTPH10, AF14, ADJ06, AFL13, ABS02, AEF+14, BYD09, BCDH12, BWS14, BP05, Bar13a, BCC+08, BMM13, BBL09, BCS+06, BFQ10, BCG+07, BHE04, CAM05, CCA+13, CSV+05, CKL04, CWKH12, CYKH13, CCY+13, yCBR05, CRJ10, CMB05, CRM14, CGV10, CVC+13, CHTC07, DKV14, DDG+13, DF14, DEG11, DW10, DRL+10, ELS08, ESAS14, FZJ08, FS14, FC13, Gb06, GJ13, GMOB13, GD14, GRCV03, GT05, GM03, GNR+10, Gup04, GKW08, HCK+08, HK08, HTLC10, HLD+09, HQL07, HCO+14, Hib13, ISG03, JLSK13, JKH+13, KST+12, KBCL13, KKH+12, LB04, LDRM12, LMST04, LS+08, LK10, LWL13, LP09a, LLR14, LPFG13, LOXL13, LHX+14, LHM14, MBFSV07, MRY+10, MSB08, MLL08, MKD13, MSL13, NKP+12, NDB09, PLKH08, PEP05, QH07, RP03, RV03, RS07].

systems [RRKH04, RSB+09, SWT+14, Sch07, SE10, SAHE04, SRS03, SL04, SJC+03, ST05, Shu14b, STW13, SVN04, SC05, SBF+05, TRJ05, TM07, TXL+12, TKG13, TSG10, TVK08, VAH+06, VS05, VHB+13, VGG+13, WMT12, WP11, WLT12, WRJL06, WKC07, Wu10, WMZY13, XQ07, YDLC10b, YRS12, YK03, ZC04b, ZVL04, ZVN05, ZSM13, ZB13, ZP08, ZP09, Zha10, ZZZ+12, ZC08, KL13].

Systems-on-Chip

[CEC23, KS18, WRKG16, GNR+10].

Systolic [YZZ+23, ZRZ+19, WL09].

TAB [ZDL22]. Table [KKS+23, PLT23, RR17, VKW+17, WLW15, YCLV+02].

Table-based [KKS+23, PLT23]. Tableau [BRR19]. Tail [KSY17, WLWT24, LJJT17]. Tail-DMR [LJJT17]. Tailor [PDL+23].

Tailor-made [PDL+23]. Tailoring [ZGH+19]. 
Taiwan [HKLH05]. TAMA [ABF+21]. Tame [BJT+23]. Taming [UGS+21]. target [ZC04c]. Task

[AR14, BGK+23, CPC17, CZH+24, GMS17, HLLL20, LCP+17, dFAMN12, MTL14, MEO08, NASM18, OHC24, PCDG21, QP15, RN14, RDS21, SMW+17, SMR15, SE17, SLS+19, SGW+16, TLM15, WHN+17, XSP22, ZW17, ZLX+23, Bar13a, DKV14, ESAS14, HWC+20, KL10, LQN+13, LOF20, MEP04, TTAG14, WBS10, ZP09, ZZZ+12, ZC08, TG+17]. Task-FIFO

[TBG+17]. Tasks [ARS16, AKD+18, BAC+20, BGS+18, CLJ+19, FHB+17, HQE20, LJP17, LLZ+17, MBP14, NFL+22, PSD21, SS12, SPT+23, SD17, WHN+17, XZK+19, ZLL+19, GNV05, HGL14, LP10, MALM04, SPP+10, XQ07, CZQ4a, ZQ08].

taught [GT05]. Taxicab [ZWH+16]. TBES [CDH+16]. TCAM [SVS21].

TCAM-based [SVS21]. TCX [LWG+23]. TDES [DSB17].

Team [HB16]. Techniques [BRR19, DJ23, HPS13, LX16, SFB23, YCK+18, BMS13, JGD+09, ÖNG08, RP11, RMD09, ZXS03].

Techniques [ABS+19, JEP16, KKK+11, KKL+16, KDN+07, LEP13, LBS15, MCG22, OMMK23, SWJ+13, AP09, AFL13, BMP03, EAS14, KM09, KK05b, SAYN09].

Technologies

[ZQC16, BMO03, HTLC10, WP11].

Technology
[CCSC23, SBDK22, DWCM14, SBF+05].

TECS [DST19, Mit21, TEC12, CJL17, CGZ18, SCKD23, Shu20b]. telecom [YCLV+02], Telomere [MAW22].

Temperature [BGO17, HDG+14, JLW+15, NZCS19, SP19b, HCQ+14, KT14, LOXL13, TSBY13].


Tensor [CLW+20, HRH+22, KRHC20, LMS+22, LWS+23]. Tensor-Compressed [CLW+20]. TensorRT [JKH22].

TensorRT-Based [JKH22]. Term [GSS+18, JC+12, DLC+14]. Terminal [CLW+20]. terminals [ISTE08, ISE10].

Termination [PYL+23]. Ternary [ZDL22]. TESLA [LN04]. Test [CMK12, FKS+19, GE18, KPK+19, MKMG+18, MKM+23b, SPDLK+17, SMZ+21, SHK+19, TSW+17, BMS13, KM09].

Test-case [FKS+19]. Test-Driven [MKMG+18]. Test-pattern [KPK+19].


Theoretical [CZH+24, MTL14]. Theory [CCKM16, Cul13, HB16, KMP15, KB17, MHT13, SCZ20a, SCZ20b, WDJ+16, MRT13, BSBR+09]. Thermal [ARS16, AHMT17, DAHM16, DLRTB+19, FS13, HFA+14, HH13, LSC19, LQ+13, LLG+20, SSPP+23, SP19b, SBK+23, CCY+13].

Thermal-Aware [FS13, LSC19, DLRTB+19, HH13, LQ+13].

Thermal-Resilient [HFA+14]. Things [KLK24, BCLH19, BHXP19, BGJ17, RRM16, SXH+19, Shu15a, ZSY19]. Thou [Shu15b]. Thread [MFG17, PLM+15, SPB+17, ZP11, CRAJ10, Dea06, KASD07, SD13]. Threaded [VCM19, WZM17]. thReads [LK14].

Threat [CLL21, Geb04]. Threshold [GWZ16]. Thresholds [ZGZ15].

Through-Silicon [MSCS16]. Throughput [AV20, HG09, HFG13, HCQ+14, KB23, LS17, LX16, MCM+17, WLK+19, ZDTM19, AÖÖ+23, THON+12, WBS10].

Throughput-Buffering [KB23]. throughput-constrained [WBS10]. Throughput-driven [HG09].

Throughput-memory [HFG13].


Tightening [RM10, RDP17]. Tightly [WWHT21], tile [Mus10]. tile-based [Mus10].

Tiling [VGN18, KK05a]. Time [ARS16, AbSZ+19, AC17, AYS15, BT22, BMAB16, BB16, BE17, BS18+18, BB13, BB15, BYG21, BMMV21, CDBB24, CQV+13, CKGN14, CWZ+20, CS+22, CHJ22, CLS16, CQB+15, DHL17, DJZ13, EVS+17, FB16, GAD+24, GAG15, GZZ+16, GE18, GUC+23, HGW+20, HSMS16, HH23, HFA+14, HH+16, IB23, JSZ+19, JAD19, JGX+18, JB16, KSS16, KCJ+16, KJKM16, KR18, KMP15, KH23, KKB+23, KB17, LCD18, LN19, dFMAdN12, LSL15, LX16, LL18, MM16, MZG15, MSSP22, MAW22, NPAG12, OSF19, OMMK23, Pau14, PSD21, PJT+23, PNRC17, REPL15, RG14, RMK15, SCG15, SM16, SE17, SP19a, Shu20b, SPB+17, SLCS16, SCS16, SL+17, SGW+16, SD17, TSP+15, TK15, UBF+16, WDJ+18, WMGR12, WNH+17, WWG+18, WGN23, WZ12, XLY18, XQQ+24, YGD+19, ZDT14, ZPG21, ZJC+17, ZLL+19, ZSEP21, ZSJ12.
AC08, AMCM06, AF14, AFL13]. **time**

ABC+07, ABI+09, AFG08, BZG19,
BVGV010, BFST19, BAG+20, BBL09,
BSC+06, CMV10, CKL04, CHK14b, CRJ10,
CRM14, CHTC07, CCAP12, CAA+24,
CRAJ10, DVC+07, DLLRTB+19, DF14,
DSW+09, DW10, ESBD23, FHK21, GNW05,
GHB13, GNS04, HQE20, HMM04, HT06,
HTLC10, HBB+12, HCQ+14, KBDV08,
KW10, KASD07, KTT13, LG21, LSK+08,
LES14, LQN+13, LRR14, LHX+14, LOF20,
MMSN14, MEP08, MRY+10, MMS+13,
MALM04, MAG14, MCG22, MLLO8,
MSS12, MKD13, DWC14, NDB09,
NFL+22, NNI+14, PPM+13, PAP+12,
PL10, PS10, QH07, RMM03, SSK23, SE10,
SP10, SKPL10, SP20, SL08, SE07, SCA+24,
SC05, TM07, TTAG14, TSCC05, UDB06,
WMT12, WP11, WAD14, WEE+08, XSP22,
YZ08, YK03, ZC04a, ZC04b, ZB13, ZW23,
ZX08, ZJZL20, Zhu10, ZZZ+12]. **time-**

KASD07]. **time-aware**

GHB13]. **TinyOS**

GLC07, McI13, MLV09]. **TIOA**

KK16]. **Tissue**

VVKG23], **TLB** [ZLL+18]. **TLC**

Kwo16]. **TLC-Based** [Kwo16]. **TLM**

BQ10, CMK12, CD19, LLCA+13]. **TLM-2.0**

CD19]. **TM** [PMM+17]. **Tolerance**

[GAS+17, LPE+23, MAGR15,
PMM+17, XKK17, AFG08, ZC04b]. **Tolerant**

BHD15, CPC17, DSB17, IPEP12,
MCP17, SA18, SSH14, TMX17, WDM17,
BGD14, JGD+09, LLR14, PS08a, PAP+12,
RMM04b, TAP23, VSS13]. **Tomahawk**

[AMN+14]. **Tool** [BKMG12, BGRV15,
BMB16, MFMA17, ZLL+18, CCA+13,
GGBK08, IBMK10, LAN06, PJL+14]. **Tools**

[SCZ20a, SCZ20b, LP09a, WEE+08]. **Toolset**

[LL15]. **Topologies** [BCS16]. **torque**

[ZBC16]. **Trace**

[LL15, MZG14, UM13]. **Trace-Based**

[LL15]. **Traces**

[ABF15, MZG15, NCJF18, SFB23]. **Tracing**

[PM19, SK19, ZLL+18, ZCHE13]. **tracking**

[ZHM+14]. **Tractable**

[AF14]. **Trade**

[CRCR13, IPEP12, KB23, LDV12,
MCM+17, ZRF+12, CLKR13, GFC+10,
HFG13, SD10, SM13]. **Trade-Off**

[KB23, ZRF+12, CRKR13, CLKR13, HFG13, SD10]. **Trade-Offs**

[IPEP12, MCM+17, LDV12,
GFC+10, SM13]. **Tradeoff**

[JBDD20, MLR+17]. **tradeoffs** [LP06]. **Trades**

[OSA+18]. **Trading** [XQQ+24]. "**Traffic**" [MAK10, OSF19, OHK24,
WRB15, YFPJ14]. **Trainable** [PKL22].
**Training** [GK22, HY22, HWC12,
MCM+17, ZRF+12, CLKR13, GFC+10,
HFG13, SD10, SM13]. **Transfer**

[BB16, NPAG12]. **Time/Run**

[WWG+18]. **Time/Run-Time**

[WWG+18]. **Timed**

[DLRTB+19, Ise17, NCJF18, BS13b].
**Timeliness** [YGD+19]. **Timely**

[HIL+23, SHL+17]. **timeout** [KR14].
**Times** [AKD+18, PE23, DW10, MEP04].
**Timestamp** [IKS+17]. **Timing**

[BS22, CD17, CLJ+19, DVC19, EYG+23,
GCU+23, MBKF15, MKS+17, SE23, SK13,
TM07, TBP16, WMRB17, ZW23,
AEF+14, CCB+06, LRL14, MRR+10,
TSBY13, VLB07, YRF00, SAM06].
**Timing-Anomaly** [CLJ+19]. **Tiny**

[CRC03]. **TinyOS**

[GLC07, McI13, MLV09]. **TIOA** [KSS16].
**Tissue** [VVKG23], **TLB** [ZLL+18]. **TLC**

[Kwo16]. **TLC-Based** [Kwo16]. **TLM**

[BQ10, CMK12, CD19, LLCA+13]. **TLM-2.0**

[CD19]. **TM** [PMM+17]. **Tolerance**

[GAS+17, LPE+23, MAGR15,
Transition-Based [HPS13], Translating [TSCC05]. Translation [CYH+17, CCC+20, HLF+18, JKJ+10, KPK+19, Kwo16, PWL+19, BCDH12, CYKH13, LPC+07, PJL+14, PCK+08, Wu10, ZP08].

Transmission
[GQC+17, QRB10, RN18, WLHC18].

Transparency [IPEP12].

Transparency/Performance [IPEP12].

Transport [AAPN14, CCY+18, LH18, RBNM19, Shu18d, Wk16].

Transport-layer-assisted [CCY+18, RHG+22, MKS+23].

Trusted
[ABF+21, Tutorial [CK23, GV21a, GLS+23, PKT23], Tutorials [SCKD23], TV [JMO14, KSK13, RMS21].

Tweakable [MKASJ18].

Two
[AR14, LH18, RBNM19, JB02, JB03, WL09].

Two-dimensional [WL09].

Two-party [RBNM19], Two-Phase [LH18].

Two-Type [AR14].

TV
[DX2 [DZL+22], Týcho [CJ20].

Type
[AR14].

TPM
[SPT+21].

Truthful
[XQ+24], TSCH [GAD+24], TSN [PE23], TTL [MKJ+17].

Two
[AR14, LH18, RBNM19, JB02, JB03, WL09].

Two-party [RBNM19], Two-Phase [LH18].

Two-Type [AR14].

Type
[AR14].

TV
[SPT+21].

Ubiquitous
[BD+13].

Ultra
[ABL+20, BHD15, BDB+17, BTA+19, DBH14, GJ13, JRR16, PKIT23, TT23].

Ultra-Low
[BTA+19, JRR16, DBB+17].

Ultra-Low-Energy
[ABL+20].

Ultra-low-power
[DBH14, PKIT23, TT23].

ULM
[KKO+06].

Uncertain
[CK+22].

Uncertainties
[GD19].

Undergraduate
[KCG+05].

Underminer
[BD+18].

Understanding
[ALZR+19, CKN+20].

Unequal
[YC12].

Unfoldings
[MBF+17].

Unified
[CC+14, FMS+15, GOC+22, KKS+16, PKL+22, SSPP+23, TVG+12, VDG+19, YDS+22, ZDL+22, KXL+10, OMA+13, SB08].

Uniform
[HWG+20].

Unintentional
[ISOD21].

Uniprocessor
[MBFSV+07].

Units
[AG+23, FGL+19, MKS+23].

Universal
[BCL+17, SCR+16].

Unknown
[NDB+09].

Unnecessary
[Mus+03].

Unreliable
[BHAC+15].

Update
[HZ+15, TM+15, YCT+16, WLH+16].

Uploading
[EMVR+23, YM+19].

Updating
[KLK+24, SH+15, KL+14, OMA+14].

UPP2SF
[P+IL+14].

UPPAAL
[KSSF+16, BGVZ+11, BS+13b].

Usage
[IS+21, WGN+23].

Upon
[Bar13a].

UPPAAL
[KSSF+16, BGVZ+11, BS+13b].

Usage
[IS+21, WGN+23].

Upon
[Bar13a].

User
[U+IA+14].

User-Profile-Driven
[WB+16].

User-specific
[GDB+22].

Users
[WB+16].
[Li21, YTL+20]. Using
[AK21, AHM19, ADH+23, AR14, BHD15, BRR19, BMF15, BHP19, BAR13c, BS22, CL13, CRCR13, CMP17, DLLRT+19, DVC21, DL12, FKJ18, FGL+19, FL17, GSS+18, GZZ+16, GLS+23, GGJ12, HDZL20, HB16, HPS13, HCL+17, HZW+23, IYL+23, JLSF18, KK+11, LHP+23, LPP+21, MSH19, MM16, MMK22, MV16, MSD17, NS17, NWA12, NGL17, NDZ13, OHCK24, Pau14, PRM21, PP12, PLT23, QWY+18, RC17, RB21, SOL+16, SK19, SR12b, SMZ+21, SKN17, SP19b, SIC19, SLE+17, VF17, WWTSM19, WRB15, WZH13, WHL23, YF19, ZWH+16, ALZ19, ASS+23, BJ23, BSKB+09, BMNN23, BAR13b, BGVZ11, BCS+06, CLR05, DNNP14, GGK08, HMM04, HPLD09, KBDV08, KMB07, KM09, KASD07, KTT13, LPC+07, LML+23, MSCJ12, MMS06, MSR+17, MDM04, MKM+23b, MSH+14, NKP+12, NRL13, OBA+17, OMA+13, OOA06, OP06, PJL+14, PSZ12b, SHME13, SSB24, SB08, SWWY13]. Using [TSG10, UDB06, WCJ07, WMRB17, ZKGC05].

Utility

[PSZ12a, PAP+12, BJM13, SGT+13]. Variability-Aware [PSZ12a]. Variability-tolerant [PAP+12]. Variable [CD19, GVS+20, MWS15, SR12a, BAR13b, KD08, KK05b, LXL13, OOA06]. variable-length [BAR13b, KD08]. Variant [WCB20]. Variation
[BTL+12, MASP15, WD17, MAG14]. Variations [GM12, REPL15]. Varying

Verification
[CMA05, CD17, DJZ13, DHP18, GHR15, GZ12, HCL+17, Ise17, KL13, LMK+18, LHL+19, LML20, PNR17, SSB24, SVZ13, TCD+19, WZBP19, WMLM12, YLW15, ZJC+17, ZZA+22, ASTPH10, GD14, PB14, PS08a, RS07, RBS+10]. Verified
[FKS+19, LSL+23, MCS16, AMJ21, AAS18, CZ23, CBRZ19, FS13, Gao05, HLF+18, HKL+23, HZW+23, ISD21, JBD20, LPF16, LXX0, LHYQ18, LLLJ17, LYY+17, MB16, PS08a, SC17, SP13, SSW23, SHQ19, TCB15, VKW+17, WRW+21, WLK+19, WCM+16, ZSQ+23]. Victim
[AK21]. Video [CLW+20, DDC+24, FS13, GDC19, JCW+16, KKD+12, LDV12, MYL+22, PFWY12, PCW13, PDB23, RML17, LC13, PO+13]. viewpoint
[MTL14]. Violations [CMP17]. ViPES
[CS16, Go14]. Virtual
[CMP17, DXXS+14, Go14, KCWH14, MBLA16, SL16, SLB+15, SBB24, SXSS+16b, SXMX+18, VKW+17, ABC+07, CH08, CGV10, NKP+12, ZP08, CS16]. Virtualization
[BE17, CWH+16, JAD19, KR18, LRZ16, PDL+23, SJRS+13a]. Virtualized
[SDBD18]. Virtualizing
[AKI+23]. VirtualSoC [BMB16]. Vision

Voltage [BHD15, JRR16, SWJ+13, YGW’12, CCP’19, IHK04, KK05b, LK10, MMR+10, SAHE04, YK03, ZC04a].

voltages [HQB06]. Volume [Ano13, Ano14, ZXCH13]. Voting [Shu18d].

VPO [KZH+06], vs [CRCR13, LAB+23].


Wait [CQB+15, OZ22]. Wait-Free [CQB+15, OZ22]. Waiting [GHR15].

Walking [VKW+17]. Wall [CDX+19, WXY+18]. Walsh [PBC22].

Walsh-Hadamard [PBC22]. Warbler [MFG16]. WARM [WCH+23].

WARM-tree [WCH’23]. warning [PL10]. warning-zone-length [PL10]. warp [LV09].


Wavelet-based [CCP+19, GFC+10].

WCET [BCD+22, BFL18, CCR+14, GLYY14, HXZ15, KBS17, SWX17].

WCET-Aware [KBS17, SWX17]. WCRT [SSK21, WMRB17, ZXK+19]. Weak [GHKS15]. Weakly [HQE20, PSD21, SD17].

Weakly-hard [HQE20]. Wear [HCS+22, JN15, CCH13, PMPP14].


weight-function [SWXY13]. wfspace [OZ22]. Where [Shu15b]. While [RDP17, JHK+06]. White [RIM21].

WHS’09 [NKS12]. WIA [GJX+18]. Wide [ZWH+16, ZX08]. WiFi [WLC+18].

Wildfire [TBCG03]. Will [BVM19].

Window [GW15, RLL+23]. Winograd [AABG22]. Wire [SA18]. Wireless [AZHC19, ABC+17, BTL+12, CLL+18, CNY13, DS11, FB16, HPBL12, HSR18, JGX+18, KKD+12, LOD18, MS21, MAGR15, PP12, TSW+17, VKDG19, YCK+18, ZZX+15, ZH12b, ZO16, CTK+13, CD10, CHTC07, DMC+14, GW08, GHZH14, HBSA04, JLSK13, KS10, KAK05, KXL10, KDN+07, MVS+13, MLV09, PC12, PS04, QR10, RGSS04, SWT+14, YGH08, ZWY+10, ZLF13]. WirelessHART [ZH+14]. Within [ZGZ15]. without [DKA05]. Witness [BMMV21]. Wits [SWJ+13]. Work [AOO23, LNA+15].


Write-Activity-Aware [WLWS15]. Write-efficient [WCH+23]. Write-Related [YWW23]. Writing [LCC+22]. WRNS [LS+18]. WSN [D12]. WSNs [BSA17, LJC+18, LLT+17].
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